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ARMSTRONG AND BECHET FOR EUROPE
SQUADRONAIRES FIX BIG
WINTER STAGE TOUR
FANS of the co-operative Squadronaires who have been eagerly

awaiting news about the winter plans of the famous band
will be pleased to hear that the Squads are to embark upon a
big stage and dance -hall tour following the end of their current
summer season at Butlin's, Clacton.

The Squads make their fare-
well appearance at Butlin's on
Friday (23rd). after featuring on
Thursday (22nd) at the in-
augural meeting of the new
Clacton Rhythm Club. where they
will provide an all-star Jam Ses-
sion.

The next two weeks are to be
devoted to a short vacation and
then the Squads commence their
travels on October 10, when they
go up to Glasgow to spend three
weeks at Green's Playhouse Ball-
room.

Returning to London on Octo-
ber 31, they are recording for
Decca on November 2. broadcast-
ing on November 4 and playing
a concert at the Embassy Theatre.
Bristol. on Sunday, November 6.

During the week commencing
November 7. they have one -night -
stands at Huddersfield (8th), New
Brighton (9th). Keighley (10th)
and another broadcast (11th).

SON FOR JIMMY
Their stage tour starts in Lon-

don, at the Chelsea Palace, on
November 14, and subsequent
weeks will find them at the Brix-
ton Empress (November 21), the
Met., Edgware Road (November
28), the East Ham Palace (Decem-
ber 5), etc., etc.

One week of one -night -stands
occurs from December 12, when
they will visit Swindon (12th).
Trentham (15th) and Northamp-
ton (16th). with a return concert
at the Embassy, Bristol, on Sun-
day (18th).

On all their engagements, the
Squads will, of course, be featur-
ing their complete familiar per-
sonnel, including vocalists Susan
Jeans and Roy Edwards.

A final item of news about the
Squads is that popular leader.
Jimmy Miller, became a father on
Saturday (17th). when his wife
presented him with a son, who
will be christened Gordon
William. Jimmy already has one
son, Martin. who is 21.

Paul Mares-U.S.
jazz veteran
dies at 49

THE MELODY MAKER learns from
its New York correspondent,

Leonard Feather. that N e w
Orleans cornettist Paul Mares has
died in Chicago at the age of 49.

Paul Mares was famous for his
association with the New Orleans
Rhythm Kings in the early
'twenties. Born in New Orleans
in 1900, Paul- began playing jazz
on the Mississippi riverboats when
he was 19.

Mares's best-known recordings
were those made with Friar's
Society Orchestra and the New
Orleans Rhythm Kings (available
here on Brunswick 02209 to
02213) during 1922 and 1923. He
also played on the famous
" Golden Leaf Strut " (Peri°.
R3254), which is now a collectors'
item.

Tito Burns is late
Jamboree
capture

There is a last-minute change
in the line-up of the Jazz
Jamboree, which is to be held at
the State Cinema, Kilburn, on
Sunday, October 9, from noon to
3 p.m.

The Steve Race Bop Group is
unable to appear, and in its place
the MSBC has invited an outfit
that will undoubtedly be ex-
tremely popular with the fans-
Tito Burns and his Sextet.

The annual headache of the
organisers in finding a band will-
ing to open the Jamboree has
been solved this year by the
sporting gesture of Vic Lewis and
his Orchestra, who have inti-
mated their willingness to come
on first and give the show a good
modern send-off.

Vic told the MELODY MAKER:
" If it is an honour to be invited
to play at the Jamboree-and it
undoubtedly is-what does it
matter where one is placed on
the bill? The honour is in the
appearance not in the position."

An interesting finale to the
Jamboree will be the linking up
of the Vic Lewis and the Tito
Burns outfits in a special stage
presentation.

There are still some £1 and
15s. seats available, for which
immediate application should be
made to the organisers. .

RABIN CHANGES
Changes in the ranks of Oscar

Rabin's band involve several
names well known in the profes-
sion. Trombonist Bill Paxton,
who left last week to join Carl
Barriteau, has now been replaced
by Jack Waters.

Jack, who has appeared with
Vic Lewis. will be playing along-
side lead trombonist Ken Wray,
who stepped in when Frank
Brierly left the band about a
month ago.

Another new member scheduled
to join the band on Sunday next
(25th). is Ronnie Heaseman, a
bop trumpet stylist, who should
prove a valuable addition to the
bop contingent that is such a
popular feature of the Rabin
band's musical presentation.
Ronnie takes the chair pre-
viously occupied by Derrick
Harris.

As already reported in the
MELODY MAKER', tenor SaXiSt
Denny Moss also joins on Sun-
day as a replacement for Don
Rendell, who left the band two
weeks ago.

Harry Davis tells the " M.M."
that pianist Arthur Greenslade
has just finished admirably ful-
filling the role of deputy for staff
arranger and pianist Eric Jupp
while the latter was given a
temporary rest from touring
with the band in order to con-
centrate on arranging. Arthur.
as will be seen elsewhere, is join-ing up with the new George
Evans Orchestra.

OH, TRIBULATION !

Ladies and gentleMEN - to -day,
not to -morrow, tribulation upon
tribulation is befalling a band-
leader named Billy Ternent at the
hands of a comedian named
Frankie Howerd! This picture
was taken at the Central Pier,
Blackpool. and signalises the re-
turn on Sunday, October la, of the
Inimitable Frankie to the "Variety
Band -Box " programme, which, as
always, is accompanied by Billy
Ternent and his Orchestra. The
great success of the interludes
between Frantic and Billy in that
show has resulted in a specially
written feature spot for the two
of them being included in each
of Frankie's future " Band -Box "

appearances.

NORWEGIAN TRUMPET

STAR JOINS LEWIS
Newcomer to the ranks of the

Vic Lewis Orchestra, now in the
midst of a five -week season at
Wimbledon Palais, is Norwegian
trumpeter Rowland Greenberg,
who first made an impression on
Vic at the recent Paris Jazz
Festival, where he represented his
home -country.

Rowland, who is the grandson
of the late Mr. L. J. Greenberg,
Editor for many years of the
" Jewish Chronicle," received
several offers to join big bands
when he made his first post-war
visit here two years ago. These
he turned down, preferring to re-
turn to Scandinavia, where he has
since led his own small group in
Sweden.

The young trumpeter, who is
playing only specialised numbers
with the band while learning the
arrangements, joined Vic this
week. An exponent of bop, he is
something of an adventurer-and
not only musically-for during
the German occupation he was
imprisoned as a result of playing
to members of the Resistance
movement.

Ian Stewart Berkeley Band
Sensation All men get notice

CONSIDERABLE
surprise will be felt in West End musical

circles at the news that all the members of Ian Stewart's
Berkeley Hotel dance band are under notice, and will finish out
their engagement to -day week (30th).

Reason behind this unexpected
move lies in a complete changeof policy on the part of the
management, who have made
the sudden decision to dispensewith the large dance orchestra
traditionally associated with the
Berkeley. and to substitute in-
stead two smaller bands-a five -
piece dance outfit, and a five -
piece rumba band.

Drastic as these changes are.
it is a foregone conclusion that
Ian Stewart will still be retained,
and he will be leading the new
five -piece dance orchestra.

Choice of the rumba leader is
also a not unexpected one, since
it has fallen on pianist -leader
Tommy Rogan. who is making an
excellent job of leading his own
Latin-American styled outfit
whilst depping at both the
Berkeley and Savoy Hotels
during the current holiday
season.

Details of personnel of Ian
Stewart's new outfit. which will
start ( together with Tommy

Rogan's band) on Saturday.
October 1, are not completed at
the time of closing for press.

Tommy Rogan will be taking
in the boys he is currently fea-
turing whilst depping for Roberto
Inglez at the Savoy Hotel (re-
ported in the " MM " 3/10/49).

Personnel of Ian Stewart's
present outfit consists of Ian iat
piano, leading Laurie Payne,
Cyril Grantham. Douglas Bain-
bridge and Mickey Kelmanson
(reeds); Ronnie Priest (Wt.):
Cyril Bass (drums), and Bernie
Woods (bass),

In addition, Sid Kreeger (pno.),
and J8e Nussbaum (bass) help to
make up a relief group.

Popular leader Ian is in his
fourth year at the Berkeley
Hotel, since he returned follow-
ing his six and a half years'
Army service (in which he
attained the rank of Major
and was given the MBE). Pre-
war he was for four years with

Carroll Gibbons at the Savoy
Hotel.Ian Stewart will continue his
broadcasting activities, still using
for this purpose his present
band. Currently in the middle
of a series of " Bright and
Early " airings, he broadcasts
also in " Break for Music " on
October 17.

Although it is still possible
that one or two members Df the
present-day Ian Stewart Berkeley
Hotel Band may return with him
in the new quintet, one who will
certainly not do so is sexist
Laurie Payne.

After twenty-four years in the
front ranks of dance music.
twenty-two of them spent in the
famous Savoy group of hotels-
i.e., the Savoy. the Berkeley and
Claridges-Laurie has decided to
take a vacation from music.

Although his associations with
the Ian Stewart Orchestra have
been some of the most pleasant
of his whole musical career.
Laurie feels that he would be
much less happy working under
the new Berkeley regime, and
accordingly will not accept the
otter made to him by Ian to join
the new group.

But-as usual-England
will be by-passed!

IOUIS ARMSTRONG aril his All Stars are definitely coming
.4 to Europe next month. This exciting news. cabled to the

MELODY MAKER by New York correspondent, Leonard Feather,
confirms the story front-paged in our issue of July 2.

The " Trumpet King " will lead a sextet that will include such
noted instrumentalists as Barney Bigard (clar.); Jack Teagarden
)tmb.); and Arvell Shaw (bass). Pianist Earl Hines and drummer
Cozy Cole may complete the hand, but full details were not available
at press time.

The " MM " understands that
Armstrong's European tour will
begin in Sweden on October 3.

After appearing in Norway and
Denmark, and possibly some
other European countries, the All
Stars will arrive in France early
in November to play a number of
dates for the Hot Club of France

STARS TO COME
In addition, we learn that

Panassie's French Hot Club is
negotiating the visit of former
Baste trumpeter. Buck Clayton,
with a band, and other jazz stars

Further great news for jazz
fans in Europe is that Sidney
Bechet. the New Orleans clari-
nettist and soprano saxophon-
ist who scored so resounding a
success earlier this year at the
Paris Festival, is planning to
return to France in a week or
two's time.
Charles Delaunay, of the Hot

Club of Paris. informs the " MM "
that Bechet has agreed to come
to Europe for a minimum tour of
six weeks. Arrangements are now
being made, and Charles expects
Bechet to arrive in France on
October 4.

Unfortunately for British en-
thusiasts, none of these American
artists has so far been hooked
into England, because of the MU
ruling covering the employment
of foreign musicians here.

This Sunday (25th) Ambrose
and his Orchestra play the last
of the very successful series of
Sunday morning (10.30 am)
sessions of dance music on which
they have been engaged since
July 24. The following Sunday
(October 2) Bill Cotton and his
Band-who originally instituted
the Sunday morning sessions-
return to the spot for a further
series.

BUSY WINTER
PLANS FOR
JOE LOSS

IVEXT week will mark the open-
ing of a big autumn -and -

winter itinerary for Joe Loss and
his Band, who are currently en-
joying a short holiday following
their fourth successful season at
the Villa Marina, Douglas, IOM.

The Loss outfit finished in the
island last Saturday (17th). The
previous night a farewell supper
was given in their honour, and
Joe and the boys received a num-
ber of valuable presents from the
Douglas Corporation in token of
a grand season's work.

The band gets off to a fine start
next Monday (26th) with a broad-
cast (12-12.15 p.m. H.): pays a
flying visit to Southend on Tues-
day; waxes a batch of new HMV
discs on Wednesday: broadcasts
again on Thursday (1.15-2 p.m.
L.): whilst on Friday and Satur-
day it plays for dancing in Town.

On Sunday. October 9, Joe
finishes off a week of one-night
stands with a concert at the
Capitol, Cardiff, then crosses over
to Eire for a spot of touring before
opening his two weeks' season at
the Theatre Royal. Dublin. Fol-
lowing Dublin. Joe will appear at.
the Empire. Liverpool, for one
week (with a dance date at the
Grafton Rooms) before returning
to London.

One popular member of the Joe
Loss entourage, manager Bill
Treacy, has just returned from a
hectic nine - week tour of the
United States.

The Best

BIBOPS
LEMON DROP

(Same arrangement at
broadcast by the
"SQUADS.")

Stupendous
Royal Roost
Anthropology

Shawnuff
Webb City

All Orchs. 3/6 each

AND-
THE KISS IN
YOUR EYES
S.O.2/6 F.O. 3/.

Jose Norman's

BULLFROG
S.O. 3/- F.O. 3/6

Its a Sensation!
Todd Darneron's

Ballad Bop

LADYBYRD
Orch

(5 Saxes,
5 Brass)

3/6
In the Press

. . Order
Terrific

P
iVow .!STEVE

RACESiano Transcription
ofLADYBYRD

Every Pianist

OSWORTHS')1!" 1418
Heddon

StLONDON.
IV.1

Send for Complete New
Lists of 8ebops, etc.

Chariie (jetttuPaJoins the ever
growing List

Sam Donahue, Charlie Parker, Tony
Ferina Skitch Henderson, Wardell Grey
(Benny Goodman, Boots Mussulli (Charlie
Ventura , Charlie Kennedy )Gene Krupa),
Mario Bauza ,Machito , Herb Dawson
(W.M.G.M. , John Hayes Skitch Hender-
son , Jeff Massingill Sam Donahue),
Eugene Johnson ,Machito,, John Mulay
(W.M.G.M., Herb Palmer N.B.C., Net-
work., Sam Marowitz Woody Herman),
George Furman .Skitch Henderson),
Harold Keinz W.M.G.M. , Deane Kincaid
(Ray McKinley, Steve Matlock "Skitch
Henderson Joss Madera ,Machito),
Edward Sorenson .W.M.G.M., Larry
Molinelli ,Benny Goodman . Tippy Morgan
(Sam Donahue , Alfred Skerritt Machitoli
Bunny Bardach ,Ray McKinley, Joe
Reichman Sam Donahue , Marty Behrman
(Tommy Dorsey., Andy Coates' (llenny
Goodman , Leslie Johnakins (Machito),
Frank Socolow ;Artie Shaw), Jerry
Mulligan )Kai Winding), Don Byes, James
Moody. Baritone Players -Please Note:
Harry Carney (Duke Ellington).

That use and endorse

eP9lap4sen MOUTHPIECES
From all dealers or Brochure from-

BERG LARSEN PRECISION RECO Co. Ltd., 2, High Street, Potters Bar, Middlesex
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A new Archer Street
cafe rendezvous has
been opened at No. 3 4
by John Rowland. and
is being efficiently man-
aged by Mrs. Ida
O'Donnell (wife of
French horn expert.
Jim). who is seen here
serving some of her

musical customers.

VIC LEWIS PLAYS FOR THE
PUBLIC Al WIMBLEDON

N booking two of the country's
foremost exponents of modern

jazz - Vic Lewis and his
Orchestra and the Tito Burns
Sextet-to feature for four weeks
concurrently at the Wimbledon
Palais, the management of this
South London venue did a bold
thing.At least, so it seemed at the
time, but now the bold venture
looks like turning into some-
thing of a mix-up.

'People reading the news in the
MELODY MAKER several weeks
ago must have been divided into
two camps. First, there would
have been the " Progressive "
fans - expecting a British
equivalent of New York's fabu-
lous Bop City; then there would
have been the strict -tempo
dancing addicts, whose first re-
action would be to " leave well
alone."

The fact that the bands of both
Vie Lewis and Tito Burns can-
and do-supply tempi satisfying
to this latter portion of the
public does not affect my con-
tention that the majority of
those visiting Wimbledon Palais
to see two purveyors of modern
jazz expect a good proportion of
modern jazz.

FRUSTRATED
And that is where things go

astray; because at least one ofthe bands-that of Vic Lewis-
does not play enough of its
regular material.

Whether Tito's slick little
combo makes the same mistake
was not apparent when I visited
the Palais on Monday (19th), as
It was doubling the Hammer-

Palais " Band Parade " and
occupied the Wimbledon stage
for only about half an hour.

The Lewis crew, tied down to
mainly strict tempo schmaltz
and bearing the burden of extra -
playing time, were, until nearthe end of the evening, disap-
pointing. They lacked their
usual fire, and only Dill Jones at
the piano instilled any life at allbit 0 the band.

This unimpressive perform-
ance was obviously due not to
bad musicianship but to frustra-
tion amongst the members of the
band.That this was the case was
proved when, towards the end of
their session, they played two
Kenton originals. And not only
did they play them with perfect
co-ordination, but with sur-
prising verve and vigour.
The whole band rocked in a way
similar to the 1945 Herman
Herd, and drew the biggest
applause of the evening.

Bassist Johnny Honeyman
played some impressive bowed
bass in "Theme To The West."
the first of these numbers, blend-
ing perfectly with a strong,
smooth sax section.

After these two Kentons-the
other was " Minor Riff "-I
heaved a sigh of relief. Vic's
boys had not forgotten how to
play " Progressive."-M. N.

LONDON'S ' BOP CITY'
A new venture in the rhythm

club sphere is being embarked
upon by altoist, Les Simons. who
announces the opening of Lon-
don's " Bop City ' at the Swan
Hotel, Stockwell, on Monday,
October 3, at 7.30 p.m.

Ralph Sharon. upon hearing of
this enterprising move, immedi-
ately consented to open the club
on behalf of the NFJO, to which
the evening's profits will be de -
toted.

Les Simons, well known in
South London, will be leading a
resident group composed of many
of George Evans' Student Orches-
tra, and welcomes inquiries about
the club at his home address: 70,
Weir Road, Balham.

TENORIST MARRIES VOCALIST.-
Good luck to Pat Bateson, tenor -sax
with Paul Adam, at the Colony
Restaurant. who marries Glasgow
vocalist, Joan Reynolds. at Caxton
Hall, London, on Saturday (24th
They met when Pat visited Glasgow
with Carl Barriteau.

JACK TEAGARDEN'S BIG EIGHT

No. 31- Blues after Hours)
B

No. 32-St. Louis Blues -.I

DIZZY GILLESPIE and his Orchestra

No. 29-Guarachi GuarolB
9806

No. 30-Swedish Suite -

THE GA AMOPHON2 COMPANY LIMITFD, HAYES, MIDDLFSEX

Ills MASTER'S VOWEL

Olt

THE

ELECTONE'
PLECTRUM GUITAR

PICK-UP UNIT
Entirely new design-

so tiny that It will slip under the
strings of any guitar, yet giving fault
less balanced reproduction. Com-
plete with screened lead and jack
plug. Finish: unit casing-black
crystalline stove enamel; fixing clips
silver plated.
PRICE f 3.19.6 (incl. P.T. and postage).

* Now ready-the NEW Guitar
Catalogue ! Write for your free

copy - to -day.

As used and strongly
recommended by

BERT WEEDON
and

A. WOLKOWSKY
celebrated

broadcasting artistes.

BESSON, 15, WEST ST., LONDON, W.C.2 Temple Bar 9018

DELTA RHYTHM BOYS
KEEP UP U.S. STAR

VOCAL ACT PRESTIGE
FTER five weeks in this country, finishing with last week at

the Palace Theatre, Blackpool. the Delta Rhythm Boys, famous
coloured -American vocal group, are rehearsing this week for their
London debut at the Palladium on Monday next (26th), where they
are booked for three weeks.

Judged by the tremendously
high standard which these
American vocal acts set. these
boys-four singers and a pianist
-suffer little by comparison with
those we have heard before. If
there is a fault it is the doubtful
intonation in the top register of
two of the solo voices, but col-
lectively they sing beautifully in
tune.

SIMPLICITY IS

STAGE KEYNOTE OF

DOREEN HARRIS
,11 OON after I was appointed a
1.7 reporter on the MELODY
MAKER. 15 years ago, I wrote a
show -review about a novelty dance
band called Leon Cortez and his
Coster Pals, whose vocalist, known
intimately as " Liz." aroused my
satisfaction with her good looks
and appealing voice.

Since then " Liz " has come a
long way, and when I went out
to the Golders Green Hippodrome
on Monday (19th), to take a look
at her solo act, I watched the per-
formance of a star of stage and
radio now known to everyone as
Doreen Harris.

But under the grease -paint she
is still the same charming, un-
affected " Liz," with the rich,
robust voice which seems to wrap
itself around you.

I hope she will not mind if I
say that I consider her popularity
is largely due to the ease and
simplicity of her style, which
makes you forget that she is a
celebrity fulfilling a public
engagement and encourages you
to regard her as a good friend
who has dropped in to oblige
with a song just because she gets
a thrill out of it.

Academically, her singing may
not be flawless, but it is extremely
fascinating. She gives a song
warmth and expression and makes
sure the audience hears every
word.

GOOD ACCOMPANIST
She sings. the usual batch of

popular tunes, ranging from "The
Wedding Of Lilli Marlene " to
" I'll Be Your Sweetheart," taste-
fully supported by modest, im-
maculate pianist Len Taylor,
whose accompaniment is well
thought out and neatly executed,
and whose faultless make - up
could be studied to advantage by
plenty of pianists, especially those
who come on the stage looking
like ghosts.

After Doreen Harris, on the
strong bill at Golders Green, came
shambling comedian Frank Mar-
lowe, to show how easy it is to
earn a living by talking a lot of
inconsequential nonsense. Frank
brought along with him pianist
Ralph Sharon and drummer Mar-
tin Aston. from the Stork Club,
but used them more as " stooges "
than musicians, although Ralph
provided snatches of imaginative
accompaniment, and young Mar-
tin got a real bite into the tempo
of the only song Frank attempted
to sing right through.

Finally, a pat on the back for
capable MD Alfred Van Dam and
his excellent pit orchestra, whose
accompaniment throughout was
first class.-C. H.

ANOTHER U.S.

JAll VETERAN
IS DEAD

Yet another American jazz
veteran has died this year, ac-
cording to a report which reaches
the MELODY MAKER fibril Vic
Schuler, British collector now in
Canada.Vic tells us that he has just
had word from New Orleans of
the recent death there of Louis
Nelson Delisle (" Big Eye " Louis
Nelson), the well-known jazz
clarinettist.

Louis was born in New Orleans
on January 28, 1885. He learned
music early in life, leading his
first band when he was only 13.

In 1907, Louis joined the Im-
perial Brass Band, after that
working with a number of New
Orleans jazz combinations, in -
chiding the Creole Band, with
which he toured in 1916.

Right till the time of his death
he was working regularly on
dance jobs in New Orleans.

DOREEN STEPHENS AND GEORGE
GRO W.-Popular vocalist Doreen
Stephens asks us to state that she
will not be appearing on one-night
stands with George Crow and his
Band, but only on broadcasts.
Doreen continues her successful
Variety tour as a soloist, and among
her forthcoming dates is a week at
the Tivoli, Hull, starting on October
17.

HOME GROUND FOR DENIZ BROS.
-Making a visit to their home town
of Cardiff, Frank and Joe Deniz
appear at the Capitol Theatre on
Sunday next 125th), with their popu-
lar Hermanos Denix Cuban Rhythm
Band, which is now three years old
and iS Still playing opposite Sydney
LiPidn' and his Orchestra,at Gris-
senor House.

Well dressed, with excellent
lighting, the act is most carefully
drilled and rehearsed, but on the
night I heard and saw it, appeared
to move along just that fraction
too slowly. I gained the impres-
sion that this was solely because
they were rather playing down to
the family audience.

The deep voice of Lee Gaines-
who on stage looks amazingly
like Duke Ellington-was used to
very good effect in " Take The
' A ' Train " (with an original
lyric). then the act appeared to
slow down with a chorus each in
slow tempo of " Again " and " I
Don't See Me In Your Eyes Any
More."

ARTISTRY
The boys then sang their own

intriguing version of "Shadrack."
but for me the highspot was their
famous " Dry Bones," whichbrought out all their artistry and
which was sung with a terrific
beat. Without doubt, they arehappiest and at their- best inout-and-out rhythmic numbers,
but obviously they have to con-
sider the "mums and dads."

Their technique is beyond
reproach, they possess an excel-
lent blend of voices, and their
use of dynamics is in the best
musical tradition. A welcome
addition to the ranks of top -of -
the -bill variety acts, the Delta
Boys will embark upon a further
tour of the provinces after the
Palladium season.

For record purposes, the per-
sonnel of the group is: Carl Jones,
Kelsey Pharr, Traverse Crawford,
Lee Gaines. and pianist -spokes-
man Rene De Knight.-J.D.

Nearly an accident

at Geraldo's

Belle Vue concert
TO say that Geraldo's "Music

for the Millions " concert at
the vast King's Hall, Belle Vue,
Manchester, on Sunday last was
a success would be a gross under-
statement , . . but it might have
ended in tragedy.

The orchestra had just played
the penultimate n u m b e r-
Geraldo was announcing the last
item-when without any warning
at all a 1,000 -watt electric bulb
from one of the huge floodstwenty feet above the rostrum
dropped, whizzed past Phil
Goody's nose, and landed smack
on to his brand new Rudall Carte
flute, which was resting on his
knees.

Phil had only recently taken
delivery of this magnificent
instrument. which had been
specially made to his own specifi-
cation and which is valued at
something like £150. The impact
dented the tube and consider-
ably damaged the hand -forged
key -work, but whilst bemoaning
the loss of the instrument, which
has gone away for extensive
repairs. Phil considers himself
more than a trifle lucky that the
falling bulb did not land on his
head or face.

As for the concert-Geraldo
told the MELODY MAKER that
never in his career had his
orchestra given such a perform-
ance, and never had he known
such audience enthusiasm.

Augmented by 30 -odd members
of the Sadler's Wells Orchestra
(which happened to be in the
midst of an opera season in Man-
chester the orchestra added
considerably to its deserved
prestige in this particular field of
Music.

. . . SPECIALLY
FOR DRUMMERS

Percussionists in Town for the
" Jazz Jamboree " on Sunday,
October 9, should make a note of
what promises to be a jamboree
especially for drummers-the
Carlton Drum Club convention,
to be held at the Star SWind
Studios on the same afternoon
following the big show, and
featuring the bands of Ray
Ellington, Johnny Kerrison and
Joe Daniels, plus a number of
other well-known skin -bashing
exponents. As an added attrac-
tion. there will be a drummers'
Brains Trust.

The Star Sound Studios are
situated in Rodmarton Mews,
Blandford Street (near Oxford
Street and Baker Street). Start
is at 3.30 p.m., and free tickets
can be obtained from the pro-
moters-Messrs. John E. Dallas
and Sons, Ltd.

A similar event, which will
take place the previous day at
Macs Restaurant (100, Oxford
Street, W.), at 3 p.m.. is the first
annual drummers' convention
being sponsored by the Premier
Drum Co. Most of the top -line
drummers in Town are expected
to be present, and there will be
a Brains Trust of dance band.
symphony and military hand
drummers. Tickets are obtain-
able (free) from Premier.

Messrs. Dallas are also exhibit-
ing musical merchandise at the
Holborn Restaurant, W.C.2. from
next Wednesday (28th) to Thurs-
day, October 6, the exhibition
being open daily' (except Satur-
day), 9.30 a.m. to 7 p.m.

Burl hi's

Burl Ives is
star of new
Disney film

IN his latest film-" So Dear To
My Heart" (now at the New

Gallery, Regent Street, London)
-Walt Disney has again used the
cartoon and live action mixture,
but the drawn sequences are
down to a minimum this time.

The stars of the picture-a
Technicolor tale set in rural
Indiana-are Burl Ives. Beulah
Bondi, Harry Carey, a young boy
and girl, and a black lamb.
Of these, Burl Ives-always a
good singer to hear-is easily the
most interesting.

He sings, mostly to his own
simple guitar accompaniments,
two folk songs-" Billy Boy " and
" Sourwood Mountain "-and the
film's - hit, " Lavender Blue "
(Dilly Dilly), which was written
by Eliot Daniel and Larry Morey,
but sounds like the old English
nursery song that it originally
was.
THE BALLADIST

Other songs in the film are "So
Dear To My Heart " I by Ticker
Freeman and Irving Taylor).
" Country Fair " (by Robert
Wells and Mel Torme), "It's
Whatcha Do With Whatcha Got"
(by Don Raye and Gene De PRA])
and " 01' Dan Patch " and " Stick-
To-It-Ivity "" (by Daniel and
Morey).

Additional voices heard on the
sound -track are those of Ken Car-
son, Bob Stanton, John Beal and
The Rhythmaires.

Burl Ives (" The Wayfaring
Stranger ") has long been known
to collectors of Americana as one
of the more appealing singers of
the old ballads and folk tunes.

Once a wandering balladist, he
has lately come to fame on the
radio, on records, in shows and
films. He " discovered " the
Cowboy Legend song. " Riders In
The Sky," and has himself
recorded it (on Columbia
DB25551. backed by two tradi-
tional numbers. Among his few
Brunswick releases are two titles
from this film-" Billy Boy and
" Lavender Blue," made with
Captain Stubby and the
Buccaneers (04066).-M. J.

ANOTHER GREAT
WRIGHT HIT

AM I
WASTING
MY TIME
ON YOU

THE MEXICAN WALTZ -HIT

LOVE SONG
OF RENALDO

RED ROSES
FOR A BLUE

LADY
JOIN THE WRIGHT ORCHESTRAL CLUB

FOR HITS.
TERMS FOR 24 Numbers (S.C.) 24/-.

LAWRENCE WRIGHT
19, DENMARK ST., LONDON, W.C.2

Phone: TEMple Bar 2141
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FAVERY songwriter to
whom I have spoken
in Hollywood wants

to write a score for a musical
show or a musical motion
picture. And despite the num-
ber of both that are presented
to American audiences each
year, there are a good deal of
very talented songsmiths who
are still trying to crack into this
section of show business.

What is the allure? Well,
there always has been an allure
about writing a successful musi-
cal, but nowadays, with the
popular song business at an
all-time low, the attraction is
even greater.

What are the advantages? I
will tell you.

Nowadays in America if you
write a popular song, the business
is so bad that unless you can
interest an artist to make a
recording of it (and often it
needs more than one to do the
trick) no music publisher will
take your tune for publication.
Believe me. this does not apply
only to amateurs or the lesser -
known writers, but to everyone.
As Johnny Burke, a neighbour of
mine, said to me the other day:
" I tell you the business is
tough. I think Van Heusen and
I are very fortunate fellows
indeed."

No guarantee
Johnny told me that even he

and Jimmy Van Heusen, who are
among the top songwriting teams
in the world at this moment.
have to peddle their own songs
with artists unless they happen
to be from a score-which, he
smilingly admitted, most of their
present efforts were. Apart from
Cole Porter, Richard Rodgers and
Irving Berlin. no songwriter can
'guarantee anything today. That
is why everyone tries to get a
show, for not only does the writer
get a chance to write good popu-
lar songs, but there is also plenty
of space for him to write the kind
of material he usually likes but
for which there is no market in
the pop song field-namely, the
essentially show type of tune
which, because they get a good
spot and good production in the
play or film, often become best-
sellers where normally no one
would even consider them.

There are many other advan-
tages to writing a musical show,
especially today. Not for ages
has the musical show been so
popular in the U.S. as 'it is right
now. All the top songs and in-
terest are focussed on Broadway.
while the biggest sealing record
albums from coast to coast are
" South Pacific " and " Kiss Me
Kate." Apart from a few odd
pops, the next biggest sales are
the picture albums of Bing
Crosby's " Connecticut Yankee "
and the all-star " Words And
Music."

'Pops' in a rut
" Apart from a few good ideas

which crop up now and again,"
Henry Nemo told me the other
day, the pop writers who de-pend on odd tunes to hit the
jackpot are in such a rut that
the business is at an all-time low,
depending entirely on show
material and oldies to keep alive
the public interest."

Nemo, whose " Tis Autumn " is
one of the best songs to come out
in the past few years, now con-
centrates on selling his product
to the movies, since they will
take an odd song, whereas a
Broadway production always re-
quires the score to be by the
same person or team.

Of course, the financial angle
must play a big part. Few writers
can afford to spend a year writing
a score unless they are top
ASCAP raters in the Porter,
Rodgers, Berlin class. Unless he
is also a musician or performer
or bandleader, as many are, the
average songwriter has to depend
on his pops to keep going-thus,
unless he gets very big as a result
of this, it is a vicious circle of

77114 Mist 
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Now they all want to
get into the
6 musical' act

With pop -writing at an all-time 'low,' only
the filmusical and Broadway show offer song-
smiths a chance to hit the jackpot today

turning out pops to make moneyand having no time to settle
down and write a score.

" Of course, show styles have
changed radically in recent years,"
Cole Porter stated a couple of
months ago at a Press interview
in Los Angeles, prior to his open-ing there of " Kiss Me Kate "
(now known in the trade and
hereinafter referred to as simply
" Kate ").

" The show tune of today is
not just a popular song put into
a spot in the show with the dia-
logu6 tailored, often very badly,to lead in and out. Nowadays.
the songs must be a part of the
show and carry the story line as
far and as often as possible. Of
course, you still get your diver-
tissements and little spot num-
bers which the composer just
writes down and fits in now and
again, but these are the excep-
tions rather than the rule."

And what Cole Porter says is
very true. Of course, I cannot
quote the prime current examples
of " South Pacific " and " Kate "
to illustrate this point as I would
wish, since these shows are still
in store for you lucky people.
However, " Annie Get Your Gun."
" Oklahoma " and " Pinion's Rain-
bow " should serve as well.

Here are three . shows, all by
different writers: Irving Berlin.
Richard Rodgers and Oscar Ham-
merstein 2nd, and E. Y. Harburg
respectively. All conform to the
modern pattern of show writing,
and the others mentioned above,
with the addition of "Brigadoon"
and the soon - to - be - seen
" Carousel," even emphasise the
point.

London and with two big tour-
ing companies in America (a show
which has already netted them
over $14,000,000 since it was first
produced), the two were able to
follow it with the big hit
" Carousel " and to produce
Irving Berlin's " Annie," almost
as fabulous a success' as " Okla-
homa," their own " Allegro " and
now the biggest smash hit of
them all-" South Pacific."

They have yet to have films
made of any of them, although
Betty Hutton begins next week
on " Annie," which will net the
team, as producers of the original
show, quite a tidy sum in addi-
tion to Berlin's colossal cut.

Fewer flops
Not all can be Rodgerses and

Hammersteins. They, being their
own bosses, take stories, write
them into shows and produce
their own successes. Others, like
Porter and Berlin, are called in
to attend to the musical side of
a show only, leaving script writers
to handle the story.

Just the same, the composer
still stands to gain, since his
stature as a writer is no longer
judged solely as a writer of odd
pops but as a composer who can
turn out good material to suit
all moods. Naturally even Porter
and Berlin fall down now and
again-no one can he expected to
turn out consistently good scores.
But the chances of failure, even
if the show is a flop, are far less
to a show writer than a man who
consistently gambles on pop
songs to raise his status.

You will find
that of all the

From 'M M' Hollywood Correspondent

STUART ALLEN

Of course, yet another advan-
tage of writing shows or movies
is that the writers not only re-
ceive handsome sums for the use
of their scores in the pictures or,
in the case of a show, a hand-
some percentage, but they are
also guaranteed publication, top
plugging and recordings by the
top artists and a steady promo-
tion job so long as the stage show
or its touring companies are
playing or the motion picture is
in release.

In addition, the show writers
may also net a big revival of
their songs, as well as extra cash
sums when the show is made into
a film. Jerome Kern and Irving
Berlin have done very well in this
sphere, as have also Rodgers and
Cole Porter to a lesser degree-
their big hit shows have yet to
be filmed.

By far the biggest name in the
American musical fie,ld at the
moment is undoubtedly the afore-
mentioned Richard Rodgers who.
together with his new partner,
Oscar Hammerstein 2nd. has be-
come not only Broadway's top
composer of hits but also one of
Its leading producers.

As a result of their fabulous
" Oklahoma," still running in

t o p songwriters
of the 20th cen-
tury - Gershwin,Porter, Berlin,Rodgers and
Hart. Jerome

_ _ K e r n. Rodgersand Hammer-
stein. Vincent Youmans, Dick
Whiting, etc.-all have made
their names through show tunes
which have s its c e become
standards.

The test
Apart from doing odd shows.

many writers, like Burke and
Van Heusen, Frank Loesser, and
Livingston awl Evans, to name
but a few, get themselves under
contract to the motion picture
studios and are thus assured a
regular retainer, a guarantee of
so many songs a year, at least
one of which is bound to hit the
top brackets, and a good guaran-
tee of a steady royalty from pub-
lication of their score.

The demands on these writers
are far more exacting than for
stage shows. They must not only
please the artists but also the
studio executives and the pro-
ducers before their product is
accepted. No out-of-town audience
reaction tests on tours for them
such as the Broadway writers get.

In Hollywood the song -smithshave to depend entirely on
temperament and judgment and,
what is more, they often have to

But you may never hear
some of their finest work

I WOULD not say that musicians wittingly break the law more
than any other group of citizens. But I wonder ho,, many

bandleaders realise that every time they play " How High The Moon "
(acid what London group does not have this piece in its books?)
they are risking prosecution, according to the copyright laws of
Great Britain.

For " How High The Moon " is a
" restricted " tune, officially barred
from public performance until such
time as the Broadway show from
which it came is produced in this
country.

Every year, complete scores by
Richard Rodgers, Harold Arlen, Cole
Porter, et al, are carefully filed away
on the publishers', shelves pending the
European presentation of the musical
plays to which they belong. " For,"
say the publishers, " the ' latest
Broadway hit ' would seem very stale
if all the songs had already been
widely played over here, maybe over
the course of several years."

Lost for ever
Be this as it may, the situation,

already unsatisfactory, is fast be-
coming unmanageable. Take "How
High The Moon," for instance. This
was an extract from the score of
" Two For The Show," a revue
which failed miserably in New York
nine years ago. There is obviously
no possibility that this production will
ever reach London, which logically
infers that " Moon " will officially
remain forever lost to us over here.

Similarly, the melodies from other
unsuccessful musicals. such as " St.
Louis Woman," "Sadie Thompson"
and " The Day Before Spring,- and
even from such a hit as "Call Me
Mister," which is no longer topical
enough for London presentation, are
more than likely to languish indefi-
nitely in the " not to be played "
flies.

Michel I. Butcher

explains why
Which means that we are being

deprived of many of the decade's
best popular songs; a tragedy, con-
sidering the lamentable quality of
much of the current Tin Pan Alley
output.

The absurdity of the situation Is
even more apparent when It is
stressed that, in London at least, the
restrictions have -become little more
than farcical. Drop in at any hotel
or night club. If the band does not
play " If I Loved You," " So In Love "
or "'Some Enchanted Evening." you
can be sure that they had all been
played before you arrived!

Nevertheless, the publishers' case,
inefficacious as it has become in prac-
tice, is not without validity, so a com-
promise should be struck.

I suggest that the performance of
American musicomedy tunes should
be rigidly suppressed for a period of,
say, two years. If after this time
there is still a likelihood of a subse-
quent British presentation of the
show in question, a further short
period of restriction should be im-
posed.

If not, the score should be released
forthwith, and the songs be allowed
to merge into the repertory of British
dance music.

At this rate, we would legally have
been playing " How High The Moon "
since 19421

write to a time limit, which is
why so many movie songs fall
flat.

The most en\barrassing situa-
tion in recent years befell Burke
and Van Heusen when last year
they were asked to write an en-
tirely new score to " Connecticut
Yankee." You may remember
that Mark Twain's original book
was made into a first-rate musi-
cal in the 'thirties and revived in
1945. and that it had a brilliant
musical score by Rodgers and
Hart-one that included such
classics as " Thou Swell."

'Words and Music'
Well, Paramount, in buying the

story for Crosby. were unable to
buy the musical comedy rights or
the original score. which M -G -M
claimed and used in part In
" Words and Music." Para -
mount's bigwigs then ordered
Burke and Van Heusen, who do

Richard "
homa " Rodgers
-Broadway's toil
composer of hit.
and one of its
leading producers

all the Crosby pictures, to write
an entirely new score.

With these strikes already on
them, the boys felt pretty low,
especially since there would.
obviously be comparison. They
felt that nothing they did. how-
ever good, could possibly out-
shine the old score in popular
memory. And furthermore, they
had to write new songs for en-
tirely new situations-not even
the original situations could be
used.

Most of you have seen the re-
sult and most will agree that the
boys did a pretty good job. They
are still unhappy about it. even
though the album is a best seller
and the picture is the top grosser
for 1949 so far.

That is what can happen In
Hollywood to songwriters-hut I
still know a hundred who would
give their right arm to get a
contract to write a movie or a
Broadway show.

Sags mpfiRiEV
tviirtir-oN

'The Rio Grande' . . . is as good
an example as any of what happens

when a composer of 'serious' music
starts playing Tom Tiddler's ground
with jazz."

I agree that 'bebop' is worthy
of more serious attention and

study than its silly name invites."

" 'The King of Swing' is not,
as a musician, inclined towards

'bebop.' And it is difficult to see
why he should surround himself
with courtiers who are steeped

, in the 'New Music.'"

" Illinois facquet is a tenor -saxophonist
highly thought of in America. Here, his

only claim to distinction seems to be the
ability to extort intentionally, from his
instrument, noises which
most learners produce
by mistake.-

" The two instruments in
Mozart's Duo No. 1, produce

a sound as exciting and stimu-
lating as any I have heard Irom
a modern hundred -men -and -a
girl orchestra, and should
delight even those who con-
sider themselves allergic to
'Chamber Music.'"

 These are some of the views of Humphrey
Lyttelton-gramophone record critic and

leading jazz trumpeter -expressed in his
Reviews of sill types of record, which appear

each MONDAY in The

nil#Atztit
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He makes the guitar
talk. How . .

by Chris Hayes
FOR some time I have been fascinated

by a unique music -hall act presented
by a shrewd young musician named Roger
Smith, who purports to play an electric -
guitar which talks and sings.

It is called the Electra Vox, and is mounted
on top of a streamlined cream console which
looks something like a giant cash -register.

On this curious instrument, apart from play-ing normally, he reproduces the voice of a
woman talking, singing and imitating characters
from silly -symphony films.

He also creates the sound of vocal trios and
quartets singing in harmony. Members of the
audience shout out complicated Christian
names and the voice of the guitar repeats
them exactly.

What is the truth about the Electra Vox?
Has Roger Smith really concocted some baffling
machine which coaxes the sound of human
voices out of an eight -stringed electric steel
guitar? Or is the whole thing just a clever
deception with a simple explana-
tion?

Before giving my views I should
like to tell you something about
the man behind the instrument.

Roger Smith, 35 years of age,
used to be a motor and electrical
engineer. He was taught to play
a guitar 12 years ago by expert
jplectrist Roland Peachey, and
after serving in the Forces be-
came lead -guitarist with Felix
Mendelssohn and his Hawaiian
Serenaders for twelve months,

£600 idea
Leaving Felix, he appeared with

his own band at several West End
cliabs. during which time he
thought out and began to build
his Electra Vox, which had been
a germ in his mind for a long
time.

Actually, the evolution of the
machinery occupied five years
and cost Roger about £600. He
rejoined Felix Mendelssohn and
made his bow with his box -of -
tricks. Eighteen months ago he
started touring as a solo act.

Roger claims that his method
is technically different from any
other used to simulate the human
voice on a musical instrument,
although famous American
guitarist Alvino Rey has recorded
and filmed with a similar device,
but never, as far as Roger knows,
appeared with it on the stage.

The same kind of effects have
often been featured in films made
by Walt Disney. But, as Roger
points out, it is easy to do these

Many people
would like to
know the secret
behind Roger Smith's
Electra Vox. In this
article, Chris Hayes tells
the story behind this novel

musical device and how Roger
intends widening its scope -despite

threats of " exposure."

tricks in a studio, but not when
you are appearing before inquisi-
tive music -hall audiences who
bombard you with questions and
are sure they know how the
Electra' Vox works.

" Most of them think a throat -
microphone is the answer," he
told me. " Others are convinced
that I have a gramophone hidden
in the console. But eventually
every questioner gives up. baffled.
Yet the solution can be found in
two technical words: Frequency
Modulation.

In harmony
" To those who suggest that a

human voice is being used I
always say: ' Well, how can I
achieve the sound of three or four
voices singing in harmony?' They
admit they are puzzled."

Roger tells me that the Electra
Vox contains an electrical circuit
as complicated as the innards of
a Hammond organ, with fourteen
valves and several miles of wire.
Only a qualified electronics en-

' gineer would be able to fathom
It out.

Roger wonders why Columbia
have never released a double -sided
record he made for them with the
Electra Vox a couple of years ago.
when he performed a shortened
version of his stage act.

Since then, the record of
" Sparky " and his " Electric
Piano " has been a sensation and
sold 1.300.000 copies. Yet there
was nothing cleverer about the
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record than the one made by
Roger, with a commentary
spoken by Sonny Miller.

Challenge -

Roger's only broadcast with
the Electra Vox was for a couple
of minutes in " Northern Music
Hall," when he was appearing in
Sheffield with Felix Mendelssohn
two years ago. He has done one
television show with it -at Christ-
mas, 1947, but has just managed
to arrange a second, due to take
place on October 22.

Do I know how the Electra Vox
works? Yes, I believe I do. but
I would not dream of revealing
the secret, because apart from
spoiling the great pleasure the
act provides for everyone, I admire
the ingenuity and showmanship
of Roger Smith too much to give
away the clue to such a brilliant
brainwave.

Apparently, a certain Sunday
newspaper columnist has chal-
lenged Roger, through his man-
ager, to allow him to go backstage
and carry out a thorough investi-
gation, preferably during anactual performance.

Roger is quite undeterred. " Lethim come by all means," hesays. "I am quite unperturbed."
But it seems to me to be carrying
things a bit too far.

Surely the invention of a man
clever enough to earn his livingby getting the public guessing
should be preserved from public
exposure, just as the tricks of a
conjurer are. A bit of spoofingnever does us any harm if itamuses us. Surely it is carrying
on the great tradition of theimmortal Barnum.

Hands off!
To anyone wanting_ to cut the

ground from under the feet ofRoger Smith I unhesitatingly
cry, " Hands off! " It would notonly spoil the present pleasures
afforded by this smart act, but
also destroy the speculation of us
all on hearing that Roger is at
the moment working on an ambi-
tious scheme to take out on tour
a complete orchestra of singing
instruments, consisting of fourviolins, viola, 'cello, bass, piano
and accordion, with drums and a
vocalist.

Any such novelty, even if it isthe greatest deception ever per-
petrated, is welcome at a timewhen the world of entertainment
IS so badly in need of something
fresh and startling.

WHO'S
WHERE

(Week commencing September 26)
Billy COTTON and Band.

Week: Empire. Liverpool.
Dr. CROCK and Crackpots.

Week: Royal. Portsmouth.
DEEP RIVER BOYS

Week: New. Cardiff.
DELTA RHYTHM BOYS.

Season: London Palladium.
Johnny DENIS and Ranchers_

Week: Grand. Derby.
Ray ELLINGTON Quartet.

Friday: Chingford.
Leo FULD.

Week: Hippodrome. Manchester
Leslie HUTCHINSON and Orchestra.Saturday: Weymouth.
INKSPOTS.

Week: Palace. Manchester.
Felix MENDELSSOHN and Hawaiian

Serenaders.
Week: Empire. New Cross.

Oscar RABIN and Band.
Three weeks: Winter Gardens.

Blackpool.
Freddy RANDALL and Band.

Week: 400 Ballroom, Torquay.
Sunday: London Palladium

(National Radio Celebrity
Ghia).

Peggy RYAN and Roy McDONALD.
Week: Empire. Glasgow.

Primo SCALA and Accordion Band.
Week: Empire. York.

SQUADRONAIRES.
Sunday: Celebrity Gnla.

Eric WINSTONE and Orchestra.
Monday: Hammersmith.
Thursday: Cambridge.
Friday: Southsea.
Saturday: Slough.

Stapleton with Ink Spots
The final appearance in

England of the " Ink Spots " will
be at two mammoth evening
concerts at the Empress Hall,
London, on Sunday, October 16,
when the second great attraction
on the bill will be Cyril Stapleton
and his Orchestra -who will be
putting over their full one hour's
stage show and, incidentally,
playing their first ever Sunday
concert in London.

Contrasts in
commercialism
MAURICE BURMAN'S RADIO COMMENTARY1

TITO BURNS AND HIS SEXTET trumpets and correct rhythm is
SIO PHILLIPS AND HIS BAND

1.15 p.m. 15 9 49
the composition of the true
Cuban rumba band. Unfortu-

ILT
is always a good idea to have nately, the balance of this band

comparisons. Everybody who was very bad. The muted trum-
is not too au fait with modern hear were so faint I could

thard uly
jazz goes about asking what is theconmgoelody(Tohf

(This
ahne firsnmoenr

was
a-

the difference between be -bop
and jazz. Anyone hearing this written by a bloke who was once
Programme would get a fair idea, a drummer, became ill, and turned
because both these bands do not himself into a radio critic.) If I
go the whole hog. Tito plays a couldn't hear the melody, then
commercial sort of bop, and Sid nobody could. The balance' be -
Phillips plays a kind of coin- gcamramemseligwhetnlyt obnetter as the pro-
mercial Dixieland.

No longer are Dixieland boys " I Don't See Me In Your Eyes
" barefoot ": that is to say they Any More " sounded very nice as
are no longer pioneers who are a rumba - probably it was a
struggling to make their music rumba originally. Lord Beginner
known. In fact, they are sleek sang " Hold Him, Joe." This is
and well fed, because today a West Indies calypso. It is a
Dixieland jazz is becoming as fascinating rhythmic tune. and
commercial as the music of dear ought to be more popular. It was
old Victor Silvester. It is the a rage on the troopship going out
bop boys who are the pioneers, to the Middle East with Geraldo's
and they are having the same Band. Leslie Hutchinson used to
insults and accusations hurled at sing it.
them as the original Boys of Jazz seeJmoseedNtoonnmaenaa, intfhihsephiaansoasovleorys.
twenty-five years ago.

Tito plays good bop on his fine technique which has become
accordion and has a good beat in rusty. The outstanding soloist in
his playing, but he must try not my mind was the flute player.
to fluff his notes so much. end I hope that Jose will check his
must avoid making the ensemble balance more carefully on his
sound messy by sticking out and next broadcast, as it spoilt for me
prolonging his chordal effects. I an otherwise splendid and authen-
rather like the original idea of tic rumba band.
the front line playing a bop
chorus in harmony and not, as
is usual, in unison. Break For MusicTrumpeter Albert Hall is play-
ing excellently. He has a fine REG FURS reek HIS
tone, large range, and original 12 noon. 17.9 49ideas coupled with correct
phrasing. r[HE name of Reg Pursglove re -

Ronnie Price, the pianist, sang .1 minds me of the halcyon
" Oo-Bla-Dee." His voice is weak, days when Ambrose had a hot
and he exaggerates his phrasing. string section. Reg was in the
Terry Devon, as usual, sang ex- section, and he was known as the
tremely well, but her diction was violinist who had the best re -
not too good in " Riders In The cordingRegsband

ton e ()inns stthse
of himselfSky." If anyone is going to makethe public " bop conscious "-and leading on violin, saxophone sec -

there is a possibility of this -Tito tion and rhythm, with Lynn Shaw
may very likely be the boy, be- avnoodalJsohnrtnyia Johnston takingsweettkin thegeorn-

commercial numbers,
cause his programme containscomedy bination, and what it does it does
numbers and band numbers, all Well.

good were the in -
may he reign!
played in an easy bop idiom. Long Particularlytonation and tone of the front

line. The rhythm section was
rather anaemic and could have
had a more crisp beat. Reg. played
a fairly rhythmic violin solo, and
he phrased it very well ; but I
felt he was proceeding rather
cautiously in order not to make
it sound corny. He need not have
worried, because his phrasing,
though rather legato. was tasteful
and rhythmic. The piano, all
through the broadcast, was in-
clined to be a bit too busy.

Lynn Shaw has a clear diction,
but a nervous vibrato and a pecu-
liar way of phrasing which makes
one feel that she ought to place
her accents in a more conven-
tional manner. There is nothing
I like better than original phras-
ing, but, while her phrasing was
original, it neither helped the in-
terpretation of the song nor im-
proved the basic rhythm.

It is the first time I have heard
Johnny Johnston sing apart from
the Keynotes. He has a splendid
style, voice and phrasing. He.has
confidence and sings in tune. In
my opinion he is one of our very
best singers, and all he needs is a
more sympathetic approach to
the ballad type of song to place
him amongst the first three.

To sum up, a neat, tuneful, and
inoffensive band.

*BURMAN'S BAUBLE

And now to Sid Phillips. Sid
can be classed as one of the band-
leaders who has also, in his own
way, done a lot to popularise Dixie-
land music. His is a band which
is much more commercial than
the out-and-out Dixieland bands.
but he nevertheless gets lots of
broadcasts, and the idiom he plays
in is becoming popular, which
helps.

I particularly liked " Sweet
Georgia Brown," which is played
at a nice swingy tempo and had
a good trumpet solo by Cyril Ellis.
The swing tempo came mainly
from Max Abrams, who plays
almost correct Dixieland drum-
ming. This is a rarity because,
strange as it may seem. I cannot
point to any other Dixieland band
which has a drummer who plays
exactly what is wanted.

Jill Allen sang " Home Girl "
and sang it well, because it was
in her range. With a voice like
Jill's, care should be taken to see
that the right key is obtained for
her unusual type of voice. Johnny
Eager sang " Do I Love You? "
He has a rich, manly voice, sings
in tune, but needs more subtlety
and style. Both Jill and Johnny
sang " I Still Suit Me," with Sid
playing boogie on the piano. He
plays an old sort of boogie style,
quite nice, but nothing startling.
However, this sort of tune neither
suited Jill nor Johnny, mainly
because their voices need more
beat and style.

Cyril Ellis is playing very well
these days, and has the best idea
of Dixieland playing in the band.
Sid, as usual, though very fluid
in his playing, does not always
play true jazz. I liked his theme
song very much, though it is very
reminiscent of Jimmy Dorsey's
clarinet solo. "Praying The Blues."

These two bands could be heard
more often together on the radio,
as they make a nice foil against
each other, clearly showing the
difference between commercial bop
and commercial Dixieland.

*
NORMAN AND
RUMBALER OS
2 p.m. 15 9,49

IN my opinion this is the most
authentic rumba band we

have. Combination of flutes,

JOSE HIS

Britain's Top Tunes
THIS list of the 20 best-selling songs

for the week ended September
17. is supplied by the Popular Pub-
lishers' Committee of the Music
Publishers' Association, Ltd.
1. RIDERS IN THE SKY (A)

Morris
2. AGAIN (A) Francis Day
3. FOREVER AND EVER (A)

F. D. and H.
4. WEDDING OF LILLI MARLENE

(B) Box and Cox
5. BOW CAN YOU BUY KILLARNEY?

(B) P. Maurice
6. CARELESS HANDS (Al E. Morris
7. WHILE THE ANGELUS WAS

RINGING (F) Southern
8. A -YOU'RE ADORABLE (A)

C. Connelly
9. RED ROSES FOR A BLUE LADY

(A) L. Wright
I DON'T SEE ME IN YOUR EYES
ANY MORE (A) C. Connelly

11. CONFIDENTIALLY (B) New World
12. THE WEDDING SAMBA (A)

Leeds
13. THE ECHO TOLD ME A LIE (B)

Chappell
14. TWELFTH STREET RAG (A)

Chappell
15. LAVENDER BLUE (A) Sun
16. BLUE RIBBON GAL (B) Dash
17. LEICESTER SQUARE RAG (B)

Norris
18. CANDY KISSES (A) Chappell
19. TOO -WHIT, TOO-WHOO (B) Reid
20. THE WINDMILL SONG (Di

K. Prowse
h -American; B -British: .D -Dutch;

F -French.

MUSIC

. . . GOES this week to Albert
Hall for his fine tone.

technique and understanding of
bop.

CECIL LENNOX GAVE YOU
HITS IN THE 20's !

CECIL LENNOX GAVE
YOU HITS IN THE 30's !

NOW

JIMMY CAMPBELL
JUST APPOINTED GENERAL
AND PROFESSIONAL MANAGER

OFFERS YOU

THE HITS OF THE
40's !

Commencing with
GRACIE FIELDS' Favourite Sons

SUZY
(WALTZ)

The song that swept the Continent
backt d with

The American Rhythm Hit

DAINTY BRENDA LEE
S.O. 31- F.O. 36 (Orchs. in the Press)

Song copies now ready -1/ -
also

SHOTGUN WEDDING
(Quickstep)
barked vitt;

SOMEONE CARES (Foxtrot)

S.O. 3/- F.O. 316 (READY SHORTLY)

CECIL LENNOX LTD.
132, CHARING CROSS RD., W.C,2.

TEMple Bar 9456
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Genuine bop
and synthetic jazz

DIZZY GILLESPIE AND HIS
ORCHESTRA

P**Guarachi Cuero (Gillespie, art.
Gerald Wilson) (Am: Victor
D8-43-4148)

***Swedish Suite (Walter Fuller)
(Am. Victor D9 -VS -471)
(HMV 139806-4s. 8d.)

(tpt.) with John E.
Brown, E. Henry (altos); Joseph M.
Gayles, Albert " Bud " Johnson
(burs.) Cecil Payne ibar.); David
Burns. Willie Cook, Elmon Wright
(tots.); A. Duryea, S. Hurt, J.
Tarrant i tmbs. ): J. Forman, Jun.
(pno.); Al Mc K ibbon (bass); Joe
Harris, L. Martinez, T. Stewart (per-
cussion). Recorded December 29,
1948.

471.-Gillespie (tpt.) with Brown,
Henry altos!; Gayles, W. Evans
(tars.): A. Gibson (bar.); Cook, B.
Harris, Wright (tilts:); Duryea, Hurt.Tarrantlimbs.); Forman (pno.);
McKibben (bass); T. Stewart (drs.);V. D. V. Guerra (congo). Recorded
April 14. 1949.

WHAT Guarachi Guar o
(pronounced, according to

the chanting in the record,
Wah-chee Wah-r00) means I
don't know. But as the per-
formance has a suggestion of
the Guarachi rhythm-which,
you may remember, was notice-
able also in Dizzy's " Manteca "
(HMV B9680)-it may have
something to do with that.

Not that it matters a greatdeal, because by far the most
important feature of this com-
position is the fait that itconsists first of a repeated four -bar and then an also repeated
two -bar phrase answered invarious ways, and later thispassacaglia (as I believe it iscalled) mode is resorted to even
more fully when the side goes
into a more or less similar two -
bar phrase which is continually
repeated unrelieved by anyanswering interjections.

As regards performance, therecord is typical of most Gilles -
pies. Academically speaking, theplaying leaves plenty to bedesired, and, if it weren't forDizzy's usual highly personaltrumpet, what happens couldhave been done at least as well.
technically, by any reasonably
competent pick-up band.

But there is something about
Dizzy's band that, no matter to
what extent one- may feel com-
pelled to criticise its lack of
musicianliness. invariably makesits records interesting and often
really exciting, and you can feelit here.

That soul -racking feeling ofinescapability which Ravel's
" Bolero." with its similar single -
phrase build-up, produces in so
many people is at least to some
extent created in " Guarachi

Reviews by

Edgar Jackson

Guaro," not only through the
composition, but also through
the way it is played, and perhaps
the worst that can be said of it
is that a little more abandon
might have given the record even
more " atmosphere " than it has.

" Swedish Suite " is another
one in whose title I, at any rate,
have been able to find no mean-
ing. There is certainly nothing
Swedish about the piece, and onehas to take what one hears at
its face value, unhelped by. any
pre -given clue as to what it's all
supposed to be about.

In view of this, I. can do no
more than rather weakly describe
it as another typical, medium -
tempo Gillespie bop opus, with
a rather better than usual phrase
as its main foundation, and an
arrangement which, with Afro-
Cuban instruments again colour-
ing the rhythm, is as good as
many of Dizzy's and better than
some.

The performance is again con-
spicuous for the band's lack of
" finish." But again, to add to
Dizzy's trumpet it has that
something which always gets me
and will, I think, intrigue you.

CHUBBY JACKSON AND HIS
ORCHESTRA

***God Child (George Wallington)
(Scat bop v. by Tiny Kahn)
(Am. Columbia 00.49482)

***Tiny's Blues (Tiny Kahn) (A.m.,
Columbia 00.40479)

(Columbia DB2568-4s-. 3d.)
Jackson directing Albert Epstein,

Martin Flachsenhaar, Frank Socolow,
Raymond Turner (reeds): Norman
Faye, Al Porcino, Charles Miner
Wale, Jun. (tuts.); Mario Carlo
Daone, Jun., Robert Swope (tmbs.):
Eugene Di Novi (ono.): Dillon Russell
(bass); Norman " Tiny " Kahn
drs.): Theodore Cohen (vibra.).

Recorded February 24, 1949.

ALTHOUGH we have had other
records under the name ofChubby Jackson and his

Orchestra - i.e.: " " and
" Mom Jackson," made in May,
1947, and released here at the
end of the same year on Parlo-
phone R3071-they were by a
pick-up combination, and this
1949 Chubby Jackson Orchestra
now under review was, I believe,
the ex -Woody Herman bassist's
first regular band.

At the time it tame to make
these " God Child " and " Tiny's
Blues " sides it is said to have
been in existence only a very
short while, and, personally. I
think it might have been better

`She jest
catch hold of us'

Reviews by Max Jones
MA RAINEY

Jelly Bean alues/Countin' The Blues
(Jazz Collector L.10 -7s. 6d.)

Travelling Blues,Deep Moaning Blues
(Jazz Collector L.1 -7s. 6d.)

Ace. on the first coupling by Louis
Armstrong (cornet); Charlie Green
(tnsb.); Buster Bailey (clar.); Lovie
Austin (polo.); Kaiser Marshall
(drs.).

BLUES -singing women can be
placed into two main cate-

gories - the big -voiced women
with minstrel and theatrical
backgrounds, and the smaller -
voiced girls with the night-club,
cabaret and recording tech -

Singers of the former kind,
moaning or roaring blues and
popular songs, , half-filled the
Paramount and Columbia lists
in the old days. Today they are
not often recorded, even by
small jazz companies on a
revival kick. The " Race" field
has been left to the latter type.
many of whom are fine blues
artists on the small scale that
now prevails, and women are no
longer supreme as blues singers.

Ma Rainey (born Gertrude
Pridgett) was of the big -voiced
kind; a singer from the tent
shows and the famous TOBA
Negro theatre circuit. She was
described by Kid Ory as singing
a little lower and bluer than
Bessie Smith, her protegee; and
there is no doubt that she was
nearer to folk -music and to folk-
singmg standards than Bessie
was.

Because her singing was even
more direct and earthy than
Bessie's, some critics have found
Ma's work preferable " as blues."
To my ears Bessie Smith is vastly
mor e interesting, although
clearly she learned a great deal
from Ma Rainey.

D u r in g the 'twenties Ma
recorded some hundred titles for
Paramount in Chicago, and it is
said she was one of the com-
pany's mainstays. There is proof
that her records sold well.

In the South she was popular
(with coloured audiences-she
seldom appeared before white
ones), for she had toured for
years with Pa Rainey in a show
called The Rabbit Foot
Minstrels."

No doubt she made money.
We are told she ran a couple of
theatres in Rome, Georgia, from
the mid -twenties until 1933,
when the death of her sister and
Mother took her back home to

Columbus. By then retired. the
Raineys remained in Columbus,
where Ma died in December. 1939.

Until recently there was no
chance for English collectors to
hear Ma Rainey unless they could
get one of her old Paramounts
or the few sides reissued in
America.

Then two Rainey sides appeared
on our local Jazz label (they are
impossible to get now), and this
great figure of the early jazz days
became available to anyone with
ten shillings to spend.

Now " Jazz Collector " gives us
four more of her songs. I like
these better than the Jazz titles.
" Stack - 0 -Lee Blues" and
" Yonder Gome The Blues "; and
nne of them-" Countin' The
Blues "-is numbered among the
best Rainey sides I know.

Here, despite 1925 recording,
Ma can be heard moaning a
sorrowful blues in her grandest
manner, beautifully accompanied
by Louis Armstrong's muted
cornet.

" Jelly Bean " is another good
one, well dubbed (when the
noisiness of the original Para-
mount record is considered).
majestically sung, and solidly
played by all but the clarinet-
tist.

The second couple (less well
dubbed) are more o b s c u r e
Raineys. Rougher singing is
supported by an odd assembly of
banjo, jug and kazoo players.

The " Deep Moaning" side (as
labelled) tells how Ma went down
to the depot, looked up and down
the board, and asked the ticket
agent, " Is my station on this
road? " From the words, it is
evident that the titles have been
reversed. Anyway, this is a
moving song once -you get the
hang of it. The backing is not
quite up to the same standard,
I think, though it has some
spoken comments which are
appealingly emphatic.

In the often -quoted poem.
" Ma Rainey." Sterling Brown
writes of Ma's effect on " de
folks " who listened to her: how
they " natchally bowed dey heads
an' cried." In explanation, one
of the folks says, " She jest catch
hold of us somekindaway."

On records, too, though doubt-
less to an infinitely lesser degree.
Ma catches hold of you-if you
listen hard, with enough imagi-
nation to plumb the technically
poor recording, and enough sym-
pathy with the idiom to appre-
ciate the simple force of her
honest music.

if it had waited a little before
rushing into the recording studio.

For it isretty rough, and the
American Coplumbia system of, I
believe, single mike recording,
has no more helped to compen-
sate for the poor balance, which
seems to be an all too noticeable
shortcoming of the combination,
than the recording engineers
appear to have made any attempt
to tackle the problem from their
end.

In addition to lack of perspec-
tive (or audioseophy, if you want
to he pedantic) in the ensemble,
even solos get lost in the melee.

Nevertheless, the sides are well
worth hearing.

Fast bop performances, they
are nothing if not exuberant,
and, whatever effect it may have
on you, at any rate the laddies
in the band seemed to have
responded to the urgeful, if mis-
placed, ejaculations of the rotund
Chubby, who has forsaken, I am
sorry to see, his bass, to stand in
front and make certain that the
pot keeps boiling.

Another of those seemingly
inevitable scat bop choruses, this
time by drummer Tiny Kahn, has
done nothing to improve " God
Child."

But what with the spirited
solos by Frank Socolow's horn
and Robert Swope's trombone,
the even better ones by Theo
Cohen's vibes and Eugene di
Novi's piano, and the nice four
bars by the saxes using the
voicing introduced by Woody
Herman in his " Four Brothers "
(Columbia DB2532), this record
certainly has its points.

Although " Tiny's Blues " is
Tiny Kahn's composition, he does
not sing in it.

Instead he plays drums (note
their bongo-ish tone), and the
side is all the better for it, even
if Mr. Kahn is hardly a second
Max Roach.

Also, the first sixteen bars,
taken by the reeds, suggest that
this is a good tune. Though
what happens to it afterwards I
defy anyone to discover. It gets
completely lost in the scrum.

But even the poor recording,
which is probably as responsible
as the hand for the mix-up, has
been unable to conceal the fact
that Eugene di Novi is terrific,
both, as a solo and bop ensemble
pianist.

MARK WHITE PRESENTS THE
" JAZZ CLUB "

eeepanama (Tyers) (Decc
DR132621

**Clarinet Blues (Arr. Eddie
Condonl (Decca DR13264)

(Decca F9190 -3s. 7;d.)
13262.-Sid Phillips (dart.); Harry

Gold (ter., bass -sax); Jack Jackson
(tin " Nobby " Clark ((rem.); Billy
Munn (pno.); Jack Llewellyn (gtr.);
Will Hemmings (bass); Max Abrams
(drs.). Recorded February 23, 1949.

13264.-Freddy G a r d n e r, Cliff
Townshend, Bruce Turner (clefts.);
Dill Jones (pno.); Vic Lewis (gtr.);
"Hank" Hobson (bass); Max Abrams
(drs.). Recorded February 24, 1949.

ISEEM to remember a letter in
the "MM " not so long ago

from someone who said that
" true " jazz broadcasts (and I
take it he meant to include also ,
gramophone recordings) should
not be undertaken by recognised
professional musicians, because
even those who professed to play
the music had lost the feel for it
through continually playing for
their livelihoods music of another
type, and that the job should be
given only to those who devoted
themselves exclusively to jazz.

There might be something in
this were it not for a fact that
is as important as it seems to be
unknown to our correspondent-
that there are hardly any instru-
mentalists In this country devot-
ing themselves exclusively to
jazz who are good enough musi-
cians.

So we are left. always assuming
that the mainly amateur musi-
cians do understand true jazz as
fully as their supporters would
have us believe, with the choice
of the right idea inexpertly
carried out or a not too
authentic copy of the real thing
presented through the medium
of something worth calling
musicianship.

Of these two evils. I think I
prefer the latter.

At any rate, that is my
reaction after having listened to
" Panama " against the back-
ground of the memory of what I
have heard from the best of the
amateur jazzists.

At the best the record has the
(as genuine jazz) rather synthetic
character of some of, shall we
say, Bob Crosby's records. At the
worst, it isn't even that good.

It's just the English musicians'
Idea of what jazz was, and that
means all right in basic idea, but
lacking in the subtleties of feel-
ing and character that were the
essence of the genuine article.

But " Panama " always was a
grand tune, and at least there's
that much to add to a perform-ance that is at any rate in the
true jazz idiom.

" Clarinet Blues " falls rather
lamentably below the same
standard, for the simple reason
that the honest - to - goodness
musicianship which gave
" Panama " most of what it has
got, is conspicuous mainly by its
absence in the instruments which
play the leading part in the side.

I refer, of course, to the three
clarinets, especially the gent who
sacrifices anything worth calling
tone in his attempt to do a
Bechet.

And to make matters worse,
some of the solos are just mean-
ingless and distressing cackling.

SWEET DISCS

back to
Reviews by

DOROTHY CARLESS
Be True

All Year Round
(Brunswick 04270)

IN common with many. I have
often wondered how former

Geraldo singer, Dorothy Carless,
was faring in the States. Now
she has cropped up this month
on Brunswick, and complete with
Gordon Jenkins and his Orches-
tra and chorus.

Dorothy hasn't lost her English
accent; but she does seem to have
gained a vocal warmth that was
to a certain extent lacking when
she sang here. Both these num-
bers are ballads with better -than -
average lyrics. In fact, there is
quite a poetical touch about " All
Year Round." " Be True " sounds
like a very old song, but I can't
place it. It is credited to Dorothy
Stewart-the same person, pre-
sumably, associated with the
highly successful " Now Is The
Hour."

" Be True," which is in similar
vein, should prove to be another
hit-particularly if this recorded
version gets the right plugging.

From the mid - September
Capitol lists, which have just
come to hand, I see that
Dorothy has recorded a duet with
Dick Haymes. I shall be review-
ing this in due course.

REY AND HIS ORCHESTRA
G String Boogie

Nighty Night
(Capitol CL13150)

'M loath to admit it, but " GI
String Boogie " is to me easily

the most entertaining side re-
viewed this week. Apart from a
brilliant tenor sax solo (played by
a man who sounds like Vido
Musso), the treatment is practi-
cally sterile from a musical as-
pect. but this shortcoming is com-
pensated for by the satirical con-
tent of the number. The opening
line of the lyric explains what
the tune is all about: " Here's the
story about a girl named Rose;
she used to work in a burlesque
(pronounced Brooklyn style) re-
moving her clothes."

Whether the girl in question
is famed stripper, Gypsy Rose Lee
(nee Louise Hovick 1. I wouldn't
know. But I do know that a
G string is a very essential part
of a stripteaser's attire This
piece may be risque, but it is
also quite funny. At appropriate
points in the song, guitarist
Alvino Rey plucks his " G String "
to the accompaniment of a
typical " G.I." wolf whistle.

However, if you can take your
mind off the saucy picture musi-
cally suggested, it is worth while
hearing the booting tenor solo.

ALVINO

Welcome
Dorothy!

Laurie Henshaw
and the driving brass ensemble
which brings the side to a close.

In complete contrast, Nighty
Night " is a corny commercial
whose only redeeming feature is
the bedroom -voiced vocal by
Yvonne King.

HANK D'AMICO AND HIS SEXTETTE
You're The Cream In My Coffee

If Dreams Come True
(M -G -M 228)

31 APITInkofD?rAorinivoilii,
tist who has been moving around.

kann,fritnheatt

In jazz circles for years. He has
played with groups led by Mildred
Bailey, Red Norvo, Jess Stacy
and Bob Crosby; but here he la
featured on polite swing -cum -bop
renderings of two old favourites.
The personnel-which consists of
clarinet, trumpet, tenor, piano,guitar, bass and drums-is un-
available. but I believe it consists
mainly of studio musicians.

Although I insisted that this,
strictly speaking, fell in his pro-
vince, Edgar Jackson declined to
deal with it. I gather he thought
it a pretty mediocre effort. I am
inclined to agree; but it is still
better than the majority of sides
released on M -G -M. " Coffee," a
pop number, dating from the late
'twenties, is a good tune; but the
boys fail to make the most of it.
Adequate solos are taken by clari-
net, guitar and piano, but there
is a noticeable lack of beat.

I like the tone and phrasing of
D'Amico's clarinet on the coup-
ling, and also the muted trumpet.
But here, again, the soloists are
sadly let down by the effete
rhythm section,

MANTOVANI AND HIS ORCHESTRA
Out Of This World

Destiny Waltz
(Decca F9215)

I SEEM to have neglected Man-
tovani in these columns-but only because his orchtral

treatments are usually outside
(or should I say above?) the
dance -music medium. However.
" Out Of This World " certainly
warrants comment. It comes
from the 1945 film of the same
name which starred Eddie
Bracken and Veronica Lake. I
missed the movie; but I recall
this tune-which is far removed
from the Tin Pan Alley rut.Monti has made a truly de-
lightful recording of the piece;
the whole arrangement has the
delicate, haunting quality of De-
bussy. I particularly like the re-
strained scoring for strings. This
is one review copy I shall keep.

The " Destiny Waltz " is not a
favourite of mine, but this treat-
ment is appropriately light and
airy.

THE `51iYMIChETS'
DANCE ORCHESTRA

with their Complete Brass Section of

"REGENT" TRUMPETS
AND TROMBONES

Good news for YOU
The increasing popularity of the "REGENT",

TRUMPET and TROMBONE
both at home and

overseas,
combined with continually improving

methods of production, have enabled us to effect

such economies as to make possible new retail

SKYROCKETS"
and make

prices. Follow the
REGENT" your choice

Ask your local Dealer
PLEASE for a demonstration
POST TODAY-- ...... 0.

To BOOSEY & I-IAWKES LTD.. 295. Regent Street, London. W.I.

I am interested in playing the Please send tie

a copy of the latest Bargain Bulletin

Name
pp

Address

(M.M.)

BOOSEY & HAWKES LTD
295, REGENT STREET, LONDON, W.1 LANgham 2061:11
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OK for TV
but not BBC

READERS who have fol-
lowed our campaign

for trying to get bands from
Other countries to play Over here
Must have read, with some
amazement, our recent review of
vend Asmussen and his band

who came over from Denrnark
to appear on television here.

The fact that they could tele-
vise and not broadcast strikes us
as odd in the first place. but the
fact that they could come at all
strikes us as odder.

If the set of circumstances thatallowed Svend and his boys to
appear on television operated at
the time of the Paris Jazz Festi-val, why didn't the BBC bring
over Bechet, Charlie Parker, and
some of the other stars for a
television programme?

And, more recently, why didn't
we see and hear Benny Goodman
on television, if it is in order for
us to see and hear another
foreign artist?
' We dwell on this point because

our Iront page this week discloses
the news that Louis Armstrong
and Sidney Bechet will be appear-
ing on the Continent in October.

Surely, BBC, there is a pre-
cedent here for their appearances
on television.

The circumstances by which
they could be brought over
from Sweden. Denmark or France
are in no way different from
those operating in the case of
Svend and we earnestly hope
that the powers -that -be will .take
note of the situation and do
something, however belated, to
redress the wrongs of omission
that they have inflicted for so
long on the long-suffering jazz -
minded public.

' Even better, might it not be
possible for the Musicians' Union
to give a dispensation to Arm-
strong and Bechet to appear in
Britain for a limited series of
concerts?

We have said before, and we
say again, that this country needs
the stimulus of the outstanding
American musicians to revive
public interest in jazz and dance
music. Are we going to let yet
another opportunity of achieving
this stimulus slip through our
fingers?

SOLO SPOT
* For years now, it seems, we

have been looking forward to
seeing the screen version of
Dorothy Baker's novel, "Young
Man With A Horn." Practically
every trumpet player of note has
been rumoured for soundtracking
the trumpet solos of Rick Martin,
Miss Baker's Beiderbeckeian hero.

At one time it was. Bobby
Hackett (the obvious choice);
then it was this trumpet player;then it was that. It was even
mentioned, at one time, that
Harry James might play the
music.

This news was greeted with
grunts of derision from Tilford
to Tralee and all points North,
South, East and West. That
Bix's poetic horn should be por-
trayed by the cold though effi-
cient technique of Master James
was unthinkable!

But it has come to pass.
The film is now completed.

Kirk Douglas plays Rick Martin,
and the luscious Lauren Bacall
takes the role of Amy North,
Rick's would-be intellectual wife
who ruins his career.

The book would seem to have
been slashed around a bit, as I
see that Doris Day. Hollywood's
latest blonde bonus, is cast for the
part of Josie Jordon. Josie was
a Negro girl blues singer in the
book. Has Day dyed, or have
they turned blues -singer into
crooner?

Another item of pre -view news
that may well shock the sensi-
bilities of many jazz lovers is
that the trumpet solos attributed
to Art Hazard, the great Negro
trumpeter who gave Rick his
start in life. have been recorded
by Jimmy Zito.

However, before you decide to
send your local movie -house to
Coventry during the week that
" Young Man With A Horn " is
showing, I might mention that a
special part has been written into
the script for our old friend (and
Six's), Hoagy Carmichael. Hoagy
is the off -screen narrator, so
there may be some good in the
film after all.

On the square
* I was induced to visit the

Feldman Club one evening
recently, and found the experi-
ence very interesting.

The music played by a group of
MELODY MAKER technical experts
sounded to these old-fashioned
ears like a softened version of
bop. Moe Miller is a beautiful
trumpet player, judged by any
standards, and much of his play-
ing made me wish that some of
his Dixieland counterparts could
be induced to learn to blow the
way he does. Jock Bain played a
prodigious, and bopless, trom-
bone with great 'swing and
imagination; I d love to hear him
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play with Humphrey Lyttelton
one evening.

I didn't quite get the rhythm
section, although Ralph Sharon's
piano was delicate and very sensi-
tive. As a unit they jumped all
right, but in different directions;
or so it seemed to me. Perhaps
I don't understand.

I was introduced to the audi-
ence by friend Perrin as a
" squarehead," and the band
played " Sweet Georgia Brown "
in my honour. I was deeply
honoured by the gesture, but was
glad they announced the title
beforehand.

Incidentally, it's about time
some far-seeing rhythm club
hired Les Perrin and myself to do
a recital for them. The names are
real, so the publicity possibilities
are obviously boundless.

Lament for Gillette
* Talking of clubs, have you

noticed the hirsute cult that is
going on nowadays? I don't
mean the haircuts (cries of sour
grapes), which run the gamut
between the back -swept spaniel's
ears type to the upstanding style
which resembles a startled porcu-pine-rear view. I mean the
beards.

We have the bop -beard, which
in my young day was known as a
goatee. We have the phantom -
hop, or under -bottom -lip wisp.And we have the full-blooded
Dixie job, qr matelot's comforter.

Woody Herman is reported to
have said that the modern
fashion for long skirts., for women
is pushing jazz back to Vic-
torianism. Perhaps the men are
falling into line, and we shall
soon be confronted by the Ted
Heath Orchestra all complete
with mutton -chop whiskers and
beautiful beards.

Great Scott!
* I see that Raymond

(" Trumpet in Turkey ") Scott is
experimenting with the idea that
the music of the future will
merely be thought conception.
The composer will just sit in his
room and think his conception of
his work, and his thought -waves
will be transferred by mechanical
equipment to the minds of his
listeners.

But what will the Musicians'
Upion do then, poor things? For
there won't be any musicians.

Scott also thinks that the size,
shape, temperature and humidity

of a recording studio are of great
importance. He thinks that
some of his compositions need
recording in a large room, whilst
others are better suited to a
small room. Some require a dry
atmosphere, others are better
heard in humid conditions.

His latest composition is en-
titled " Dedicatory Piece to the
Crew and Passengers of the First
Experimental Rocket to the
Moon."

He doesn't mention the condi-
tions required to record that
little tit -bit, but I should think
it required plenty damp. It cer-
tainly looks all wet to me.

Odourless
 Having been a record col-

lector for many years, I am
naturally very interested .in the
actual technique of recording.
I was interested to see, therefore,
that RCA -Victor have spent along time evolving the perfect
echo -chamber technique.

This echo business has become
quite a thing in the States, and
I see that Universal Records have
even gone to the length of record-
ing " Peg 0' My Heart " in a men's
room.

They say the sound from the
studio mike was piped in,
bounced around the room, and
was then fed back into the sound
system. It gave a nice, big
boomy echo.

I bet it did!

New character
* Dixie -styled jazz clubs these

days are springing up all over the
place, and we are already fetlock -
deep in jazz bands to go with
thIem

ard two new ones recently:
Doug Whitton's Jazz Band, and
another led by Mike Mulligan.
They both have a lot to learn,but the spirit is strong, even if
the lip be weak.

Also appearing, with these two
bands (at the Western Jazz Club)
was a new character of the
current jazz world. His name is
George Melly, and he sings, or
shouts, the blues. In his favour,
let it be said, he is no copyist of
the American intonation, and he
has no inhibitions. He sings in
English, opens his mouth and lets
you have it straight from the
larynx. You either like him, or
you walk quietly away.

Derrick Stewart -Baxter, the
well-known Brighton critic, heard

Written this week
by

Sinclair
Traill

him the other night, and was
shouting mighty hosannas in his
praise all over the place.

Jazz is where . .

* Derrick also told me a true
story.In Brighton there is a local
fishmonger who hates jazz. The
other night Stewart -Baxter
strolled into the Cider Bar, as is
his wont o' nights, to be greeted
by his fishy friend with: "Ali,
here comes the great disco-
grapher! "

Derrick was astonished, and
not a little pleased, for he didn'tknow the man even knew the
word. He asked the man if he
had at last fallen for jazz.

" Oh! no," came the reply.
" I hates jazz, but I knew you did
discographies-whatever they are. -
I was wrapping up some chips for,
a lady and saw your name in big
print in some paper called the
MELODY MAKER."

Lost Property blues
* A young tenor saxophonist

I know, who has been doing one-
night stands all over the country,.
told me the other day that he was
amazed at people's honesty. He
has never lost anything all the
time he has been playing; except
once!

On this occasion, when he went
to the band -room after the showhe found he had lost his new
overcoat. Dropping his sax, he
hurried back to report the losS to
his leader. The manager of the
hall was called and they all
hastened back to the band -room.

The coat wasn't there; but this
time neither was his sax.

Oh! I nearly forgot. The
dance the band had played was
a police ball.

Harry Davis taxes Lord Donegall and Rex Harris with . .

INCREASING JAll PREJUDICE
I WOULD like to preface this letter

by saying that I enjoy every
type of Music; I have no preference
for any particular kind. I mention
this because what I have to say
may be greeted by hostility from cer-
tain quarters.

However, I cannot let a broadcast
I heard last Friday pass without com-
ment. It was the " Records at 4.30 "
programme, presented by Lard
Donegan and Rex Harris. I consider
that this programme was a complete
waste of valuable air time. Thirty
minutes were devoted to playing and
commenting upon records made by
old-time jazz figures whose music is
as dated as the outlook of the per-
sonalities compering the programme.

Lord Donegal] and Rex Harris are,
of course, entitled to hold their
antiquated views about jazz; but it
is a great pity that the BBC should
encourage their dissemination to an
audience composed mainly of house-
wives and children. Afternoon
listeners of this type are, no doubt.
already prejudiced against jazz and
swing; the records they heard last
Friday could only have increased
such prejudice.

Instead of devoting a series of
broadcasts to old-time jazz-which
we all know formed the basis of
present-day dance music-would it
not be better to " educate " the radio
public by introducing them to the
finer examples of contemporary jazz,
swing-or even bop?

But I suspect this suggestion will
fall on deaf ears. I imagine that
Lord Donegall and Rex Harris are far
too preoccupied with ramming their
own favourite records into the un-
fortunate listeners' eardrums to con-
cern themselves with the task of
enlightening the radio public on the
merits of good dance music.

In any case-judging from their
partisan viewpoint-I doubt whether
they are the right people to take on
such a delicate task-Harry Davis
(Rabin -Davis Organisation).

A BAUBLE TO . .

MAY I make a suggestion? This
week's " Burman Bauble " to-

Maurice Burman! Because of his
brilliant article opening a long -over-
due attack on the problem of the
frustrated British composer.

Having toured the rounds of the
publishers with more than one com-
position of Which I was part composer,
how well do I know what it feels like
to hear the words: " Sorry, old man;
it's too good. Go back and write
something with more popular appeal."

No doubt those many other would-
be ballad composers who have been
told the same have also said: " Write
rubbish? Sorry, no can do." And
that's that. Nothing more is done to
bring their " better " song or instru-
mental compositions to light.

Now Mr. Burman has suggested a
way out. And yet, somehow, one can
almost hear the microphonic powers -
that -be drawing a breath in order
to say, as soon as they are asked:
" Sorry, no listening appeal to a pro-
gramme of that type."

Yet, apparently, there Is enough
" programme appeal " for items such
as " Psychological Panaceas " or
" Verses on the Death of Doctor
Swift " (see current issue of " Radio
Times "), broadcast in the Third Pro-
gramme-a programme which recent
research proved to have a. listening
audience of one per cent.!

(IncidentallY; at this' point one

MELODY
MAKER

MAILBAG
cannot help but recall the pitiful
short-sightedness of the BBC in its
refusal to broadcast the Jazz Jam-
boree, on the grounds of " minority
audience appeal.")

So all power to the elbow of the
MD who takes up Mr. Burman's sug-
gestion and convinces the BBC of its
musical laxity, and brings to the
public music which will elevate the
present standard of tempo balladsand popular music.-Anton Kirby,
Leyton, E.10.
CLEAN THEM UP!
WHILE spending a recent holiday

in Paris I naturally found my
way to the Club St. Germain des
Pres. I was struck by the different
class of people frequenting this club
as compared with certain clubs inthe West End area.

There were no shady -looking char-
acters, and the enthusiasts of " le
jazz " were not dressed like Ameri
cans. They were dressed like French;
men! Sure there was jiving (on the
smallest floor I've ever seen), but it
was exciting, and not altogether un-
inspired.

Amazingly, to me, the club also
attracted a fair number of American
and, to a lesser extent, English
tourists.

On one of the evenings I attended
I was lucky enough to hear Paris
Jazz Festival star James Moody play-
ing alto (!) with a fine bunch of
French musicians. The jazz played
was some of the best I have heard
in the flesh, and the club was not a
low dive for the French version of
the " phoney fahs " mentioned in
last week's excellent letter from Mr.
Stan Marsden.

As a last point, can't something
be done about clearing out these un-
desirables from London clubs?-
Bryan F. Andrews, London, N.19.
y QUITE agree with Stan Marsden

that certain types of peopleare killing jazz. I have ceased to
visit jazz clubs since a fortnight ago
because of three third-rate grain -
merchant fans.

As usual, when I last visited a
club, everything was normal for
about twenty minutes. The genuine
fans were listening intently and
comparing views on different soloists.

Then the " hep cats " started, and
all I. could hear were their voicesand banging feet. To crown it all,
the MC made this statement: " The
boys will play better if you dance
more often." You can imagine how
extremely pleased I was!

My argument is this: If people are
to be allowed to dance at jazz clubs.
then the name " jazz " club should
be abolished and the term " daoce "
applied, because it isn't fair to the
true fan who pays his money to study
the boys in action. --R. Annis, Lon-
don, W.12.
WHY?

WRY this sudden outcry from several
of your correspondents against

undesirable types in jazz clubs? I've
always understood that Storyville
wasn't exactly the place to take a
maiden aunt, and, judging from Earl
Hines's recent article, Chicago, too,
had its " undesirables."

So, good luck to those who like
hair around their collars, and let
respectable bald-headed gentlemen
stay at home and study their matrix
numbers-whatever they are,-T.
Empson, South Chingford, E.4.
ANY OFFERS?
TT may well be that, with the
-a- popularising of modern musical
entertainment, many of your readers
would have a supply of the older
gramophone records, with which they
would gladly part, if only they knew
of someone to whom to donate them.

There is a gramophone in Oxford
Prison which has recently been put
into working order, but our supply of
records is nil. If only some records
were available, a commendable
gramophone recital could be put on
when other forms of musical enter-
tainment were not available, and an
appeal,is therefore made through you,
lest such a source of supply was avail.
able.

Any records which come to hand
will be gratefully received and
acknowledged at the address below-
the unofficial address of Oxford
Prison.-L. W. Smith Chief Officer),
1, Tower Crescent, New Road, Oxford.

new anzerican
type Mali -Voice

SETTIMIO 1.!
Hot news for accordionists. First
quota of the new Settimio Multi
models as produced for American
radio stars! 18 -coupler ampliphonic
LIDO, now £105. 9 -coupler Multi
Grand, £87. 10. 5 -coupler Grand
£77. 10, Including tax. Limited
imports. Get details now !

Advance bulletin S_3,4 now available.
From dealers or

114, Charing X Rd.;Selmer London, W.C,2.
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NEW GEORGE EVANS BAND
MAKING HAMMERSMITH DEBUT

FANS who have been eagerly scanning the musical Press for news
concerning the opening date of the new George Evans Orchestra

-at first announced for this month-will be delighted to know
that the band's debut will be very little later than originally planned,
and that everything is now fixed for a grand opening on Monday,
October 10.

There is something both satis-
fying and not a little dramatic
in the fact that the new Evans
Orchestra is being launched on
its career at the very place where
George collapsed with the illness
that has caused him to give up
bandleading for several years-
namely, that famous West Lon-
don dancing mecca, the Hammer-
smith Palais.
DATES

It was at Hammersmith, in
1946, that George was suddenly
stricken down during a twelve -
weeks sun at the Palais. In con-
sequence. the novel " ten saxes "
orchestra which this brilliant
and unorthodox leader was front-
ing ultimately came to be dis-
banded, whilst George himself
spent many weary months in
hospital slowly fighting his way
back to health.

Now George, after months of
steady work on the project. has
re-formed, and is fronting an

SERVED
with one too many at a road-
house in Kent. a cheerful in-
ebriate approached saxist-leader
Norman Griffiths. who was
playing a tenor -solo in front of
his band. Chuckling at what
he imagined would be the con-
sequences, he poured half a
glass of whisky down the bell
of Norman's saxophone and
waited tor Norman to splutter.
Amazed when Norman went on
playing without faltering, the
drunk eyed

HIM
with malevolence, and, grabbing
a whole bottle of dry ginger,
tipped it on top of the Scotch!
Norman continued to play as
though nothing had happened,
his solo sounding excellent, ex-
cept for some strange bubbling
sounds which occurred now and
again. Ending with a flourish,
he turned his tenor upside-
down and cascaded the alcoholic
contents over the drunk, who
staggered away dripping left and

RIGHT!

C. and C. acquire
Capitol Songs

A big deal in music -publishing
circles has been pulled off byastute Reg Connelly, who has
acquired the agency for his firm
-Campbell, Connelly and Co..Ltd.-of the important Capitol
Songs catalogue. built up from
material originally recorded by
Capitol Records.

This means that C. and C. will
be publishing a wealth of excit-
ing material, including the world-
famous Stan Kenton series, the
works of Charlie Parker, Pete
Rugulo, Illinois Jacquet, and the
unique songs associated with
Nellie Lutcher.

The job of handling this
exciting new material has been
entrusted to Jack Heath, well-
known Orchestral Manager of the
C. and C. firm, who will be happy
to welcome members of the pro-
fession at 10, Denmark Street,
W.C.2, and tell them all about
the new and interesting American
music that will shortly be avail-
able to this country.
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outfit which, if not so uncon-
ventional in instrumentation as
that of his earlier venture, is,
nevertheless, a combination
which, manned by real enthusi-
asts of the modern school, and
playing George's own brilliant
arrangements, should be well
capable of setting an enduring
fashion in big band musical
presentation.

Readers will be extremely inter-
ested -in the line-up of the new
Evans aggregation.

Here is the complete personnel
to appear under George's baton :
Arthur Greenslade (pro); Len
Graham (bass); Eric Ford (gtr);
Tommy Cairns (dms); Ron Fry,
Jack Lester, Ron Findon. Pete
Smith Allan Ryder and Burnell
Whibley (reeds): Bernie Sharp,
Freddy Staff, Bill Fuller and
Ron Tyrell (trumpets); Garry
Brown, Andy Wilson, Fred Wood -
roof and Bill Geldard (trom-
bones)-

It is not possible to indicate
first and second Instruments. etc.,
since it is the George Evans
policy for the various section
leaders to be changed round from
time to time.

One thing which fans will note
immediately the band appears in
public is the surprising number
of " doubles," particularly in the
reed section, where-quite apart
from the usual saxes doubling
clarinets, etc.-a soprano sax will
be an occasional feature, whilst
every one of the six reedists
doubles on baritone.

Following the Hammersmith
Palais debut on October 10, a big
list of one-night stands, extend-
ing right until the end of

Preager sax
reshuffle

Hammersmith Palais leader
Lou Preager, who has recently
been reshuffling his reed section,
announces the following changes
in his popular band.

Ron Sheane, bop-tyle tenor
saxist formerly With Ken Mackin-
tosh, joins Lou on Tuesday next
(27th). Ron is permanent re-
placement for Ken Oldham, whose
departure from Hammersmith
has already been reported in the
MELODY MAKER. In the interim
period Lou has been using various
deputies, one of them being
former Ted Heath tenorist Johnny
Gray, who joined the Preagerband when he first came to
London.

Second tenor chair is held by
Les Baldwin, who returns to Lou
following a period with Ken
Mackintosh and Johnny Swinfen,
relief bandleader at the Hammer-
smith Palais.

Lead altoist is now Peter
Hughes, who has moved over from
second alto to take the place of
George Hunter. -George has re-
turned home to Scotland and is
currently working with Carl Bar-
riteau. Coming in on second
alto is Denys Goodsell, who has
just been demobbed.

The remaining member of the
Preager sax, section is, of course,
Fred Cranstone, who has been
with the band six years.

On Monday, October 3, another
" Holiday From Tempo " session
will be staged at Hammersmith.
On this occasion the evening
should prove an even greater suc-
cess for, in addition to Ted Heath
and his Music, the Preager band
will also be present to give
enthusiasts a double ration of
swing.

Pianist Hubbard is
back from Turkey

Pianist Frank Hubbard, who
went to Turkey in May. 1946,
with the Paul Lombard Orchestra
and stayed on in Istanbul after
the other boys in the band had
returned home. is now back in
this country with his Greek wife.

During the last two years
Frank spent most of his time at
the Taxim Casino, Istanbul,
where he accompanied acts
ranging from French singers to
Arabic dancers. His many musical
activities also included playing
accordion in tzigane bands and
a certain amount of arranging.On his way home he stopped
off at Lucerne, Switzerland,
where he played with a small bar
outfit for three months. Now
back at 151, Coulsdon Road. Old
Coulsdon, Surrey, Frank is eager
to meet up again with his many
friends in the profession.

' All -Britain'
winners in London

November, has been booked for
the new George Evans band by
the enterprising Alfred Preager
Agency,

Here are -some of the dates for
October and November : Astoria
Ballroom,Manchester (14th); Corn
Exchange, Wisbech (15th); Belle
Vue, Manchester (21st); Arden
Ballroom, Bedworth (22nd)
Odeon Cinema, Warley (23rd)
King's Hall, Sevenoaks (28th)
Orange Grove Ballroom. Sutton
Coldfield (29th); Theatre Royal,
Blackburn (30th); Royal Forest
Hotel, Chingford (November 4);
The Windmill Club, Rushden
(5th); Theatre Royal, Bolton
(6th); Filton House, Bristol
(12th); Capitol, Cardiff (13th);
Bincleaves Hall, Weymou t h
(19th); Pavilion, Bath (20th);Civic H al 1, Wolverhampton
(26th).

On October 24, Nat Allen has a big television assignment in the Nat
Allen Show" when he conducts a 26 -piece orchestra. The scene is set in
Blackpool, and this picture shows Nat (extreme right) discussing the big
show on the spot with (I. to r): George Rattner (BBC Television camera-
man), Richard Afton (BBC Television producer), Edwina Carol and

Charlie Chester.

KEN BEAUMONT Off
TO HOLLYWOOD

ILL -LUCK has come the way of Ken Beaumont, star vocalist in
the recently launched " Tuneful Twenties " air -show and

leader of his own popular sextet, in the form of a cable from his
wife in Hollywood, stating that she was expecting to undergo a
serious operation.

As a result, Ken spent the
early part of this week makinghurried arrangements to join his
wife, and leaves Heath Row Air-

IOHNNY STILES and his Band,
t../ of Swindon, last year's All -
Britain champions. will be the
supporting attraction for the
Greater London Area Final of the
MELODY MAKER Championships
at the Co-operative Hall, Peck-
ham, on Friday, September 30.

The champions will be playing
between the performances of six
crack bands who will be competing
for the honour of entering this year's
All -Britain Final.

The contest will be staged between
7.30 and 11.30 pm. Tickets are
obtainable from The Theatre Bureau,
Co-operative Hall.' Rye Lane, Peck-
ham, or from the Organiser. Mr. Ed.
Waller, 154, South Norwood Hill,
S.E.25.

Contest Fixtures List and other
Contest news-see page 11.

George Birch

BIRCH

FIXES LINE-UP
Ending his summer season with

Mantovani, at Butlin's Holiday
Camp, Filey, on Friday (16th),
saxist George Birch is now hard
at work rehearsing the ten -piece
band with which he starts a
winter season at the Sampson
and Hercules Ballroom, Norwich,
early in October.

George has chosen a strong
combination of double -handed
musicians and has selected his
old associate, Stan Page. to lead
the saxophone -section. George
and Stan have been friends for
over seven years. and after play-
ing together in the Forces, were
both with the co-operative Star -
dusters.

Vocaliste with the outfit will be
June Ellis, who has sung with
Teddy Foster, Roland Peachey,
Fred Hartley and Joe Daniels.

The complete personnel is:
George Birch (ldr., tnr., clr.,
arr.), Stan Page (1st alto, clr.,
flute, arr.), Lionel Black (2nd
alto, clr., Nan.), Al Troke (tnr.,
clr.), Clarry Samson (bari., tnr.,
clr., arr.), Vic Mustard (tpt., arr.),
Reub Ballen (pno., ace., arr.),
Harry Rowe (drs.), Ray Taylor
(bass, vcl.) and June Ellis (vea).

Clarry Samson has worked for
Carl Barriteau and Nat Allen. Vic
Mustard has been lead trumpet
with Charles Amer, and Ray Tay-
lor has appeared with the
Squadronaires.

Before going to Norwich. George
takes his band to the Lowestoft
Palais for three nights: Septem-
ber 28 and 30 and October 1.

Kunstler leads at
'Allegro

port tonight (Friday, 23rd) for
Los Angeles, where he will arrive
at 10 p.m. tomorrow.Ken will stay with his wife
until she returns to full health,
which he hopes will be in about
three months' time. He will be
fully occupied for this period,
for he will take over his wife'smain duty, which has been to
coach 11 -year -old daughte r,
Kathryn, recently selected by
Walt Disney to dub Alice's voice
in the Disney production of
"Alice in Wonderland."

EMSLEY DEPS
No permanent successor to

Ken in the " Tuneful Twenties "
programme has yet been fixed,
but Don Emsley will step into the
breach for the one to be relayed
on Sunday week (October 2).

The sextet, which Ken led on
guitar, has several broadcasts in
hand, the next being a " Break
for Music " on October 8. For
this and all future dates untilKen's return the outfit will be
under the leadership of pianist -
arranger Alan Bristow.

This dramatic blow could
hardly have come at a worse
time, for Ken, a one-time boy
soprano who became house
vocalist for Regal-Zonophone in
1932, later singing and playing
guitar with Henry Hall, Lou
Preager, Harry Leader, Billy
Cotton, Oscar Rabin. Billy Ter-
nent and other well-known
leaders, had a West End job in
the offing.

In a statement to the MELODY
MAKER. Ken said: " Everybody
has been very kind about this. I
am most grateful to Tolchard
Evans. conductor of the ' Tuneful
Twenties ' orchestra, for his co-
operation: and to producer
Johnny Simmonds in releasing
me from my contract."

After being closed for a few
weeks for thorough redecoration,
Quaglino's Grill Room, in Bury
Street, W., which has been with-
out music for six months,
reopens on Wednesday next
(28th) with a gipsy band led by
Hungarian violinist -vocalist Tibor
Kunstler.

Bearing the exotic new title of
" The Allegro," the Grill Room
will run three services a day,
catering for lunches from noon
until 3 p.m.. cocktails and
snacks from 6 p.m. until 9 p.m.,
and dinner and dancing from
9.45 p.m. until 2.30 a.m.

Tibor Kunstler, a brilliant
straight - and - dance violinist.
played for a long time at the
Raffles Hotel, Singapore, until
captured by the encroaching
Japs.

After his release he went back
to the Raffles and met and
married well-known British
vocaliste Shirley Lenner, with
whom he returned to England a
few months ago.

His Quartet will be completed
by pianist Harry Fields,. accor-
dionist Maurice Frenti and
bassist Rea Richmond.

" The Allegro " is, of course.
situated- under Quaglino's Res-
taurant, where Eddie Carroll and
his orchestra still hold sway.

MALCOLM MITCHELL

TRIO IN THE NEWS
Ted Heath, whose agency at

23, Albemarle Street. London,
has now taken over the Malcolm
Mitchell Trio, will be presenting
his latest a capture " at his Lon-
don Palladium " Swing Session "
on Sunday next (25th).

The Trio will be appearing as
guest artists along with the Ray
Ellington Quartet. who are tak-
ing part in yet another " Swing
Session " by popular demand.Last Saturday night (17th), the
Malcolm Mitchell Trio made a
hit when they stepped in as last-
minute deputies for a Conti-,
nental act that was unable to
appear in the television show,
" Magic Carpet."

Tne Trio fulfilled this engage-
ment at the request of producer
Henry Caldwell, who was highly
impressed with their musical per-
formance when he heard them.
recently in their resident berth
at Ciro's Club.

The- Trio, which consists of
Malcolm Mitchell 1 gtr.) leading
Johnny Pearson (pno.) and Teddy
Broughton (bass), will be broad-
casting on October 8 in " Jazz
Club"(6.30 pm, L.), with Hum-
phrey Lyttelton's band; on
October 12 (1.15 pm, Overseas),
and October 17 (6.20 pm, H.).

LYTTELTON'S
FINAL CHANGE
Humphrey Lyttelton has now

completed the recent changes of
personnel in his band by bring-
ing in a new bassist to fill the
vacancy caused by the departure
of Les Rawlings.

The new acquisition is John
Wright, until recently a disciple
of a more everyday style of music,
who has appeared with Freddy
Bretherton's " High Bu t ton
Shoes " Orchestra. Melachrino's
Strings in " Starlight Roof," etc.

Wright joined the Lyttelton
Group at the London Jazz Club
last Saturday, when the trumpet
and bass duets of Lyttelton .and.
Wright were enthusiastically re-
ceived by a packed audience.

THE ECHO
Club:
12 months
F.O.0 £2 8
S.O. £1.16

CHAPPELL
50, New Bond Street,

London, W.1
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'Collectors' Corner' d evotes its space to a pioneer of jazz
THIS week's " MM " gives the

news of Big Eye Louis
Nelson's death, with some of his
history. Not much more, in
the way of eventful facts, is
known about Louis, though it
is said he appeared with the
Imperial Band in Chicago in
1914.

He was a retiring musician,
as New Orleans musicians go,
who preferred working in his
home town. I would like to add
" playing genuine New Orleans
jazz,7 but there is no evidence
that he played much hot music
towards the end of his life.
However, so far as he could help
it, he never did anything but
play music for a living.

He was. just before the war,
something of a legend-a legend
started for most jazz lovers (like
so many Legends) by the authors
of the fascinating book, " Jazz-
men."

Blue quality
" A little on the French side in

appearance, genial in a quiet way,
Louis became a changed personwhen he put a clarinet to his
lips." Thus the writers of the
chapter on New Orleans Music in
" Jazzmen."

And they continue: " He had a
big tone, and while he played in
the fluid style characteristic of
New Orleans, he brought to
it a broad inventiveness. As with
Bectret, he had a vibrato that
was in keeping with his sweep-
ing crescendos, and just a touch
of blue qualLW. While he played
he seemed oblivious of the
smoke -filled room and of the
dancers. He sat hunched for-
ward, his clarinet pointed to-
wards the floor."

This sounds a convincing de-
scription of Louis Nelson, and
although the only records he
made (recorded when he was 55
and maybe a little out of jazz
practice) give us a smaller, less
impressive picture of the man,
they show that he did have the
full, round tone and pronounced
vibrato associated with the New
Orleans clarinet school. Unfor-
tunately, on these records his

Big Eye Louis
phrasing is stilted in parts and
even corny. But one or two solo
passages confirm the touch of
blue quality.

" Jazzmen " also tells us that
Louis Nelson was the inspiration
of younger New Orleans clarinet-
tists like Dodds, Noone and
Bechet.

Nelson gave me my first
f o r ma 1 instruction on the
clarinet," said Bechet in a
recentinterview. (" The Record
Changer," July, 1949.)

On the melody
In "Land Of Dreams." another

chapter in the book, Charles
Edward Smith says that except
during Mardi Gras, most of the
Negro musicians would be work-
ing irregularly, if at all,

" They will tell you that Big
Eye Louis Nelson is down to the
Gypsy Tea Room two nights a
weee. Maybe you'll find him
there and maybe not. If you do,
it will be an experience."

Smith then writes r.bout Nel-
son's style, his strength in the
ensemble and his trick of run-
ning the short notes into each
other. " The variations were
on the melody," he writes, " given
to sudden imaginative upward
thrusts, yet never on the screw-
ball side. . . . His tone was broad
and when on ' Basin Street
Blues ' he went into the lower
register, he produced an incred-
ibly warm tone."

This writer, too (he was not the
author of the New Orleans 'chap-
ter), remarks on Nelson's hunched
shoulders and down -pointed
clarinet. Then he tell'S a story
about " High Society," how Big
Eye explained it would be diffi-
cult for him to play the real
Picou chorus, since his instru-
ment was old and in bad repair
and it was, in any case. a tough
chorus."

Anyway, Big Eye plays a
chorus-" but not the real one "
-and plays it well. " The aver-
age clarinettist, on a broken-
down instrument, would crowd
the notes. Louis placed them ex-

CARLTON
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An
appreciation

by
Max Jones

actly right in the rhythm." And
finally he played the real chorus,
the Picou chorus.

" When he asked afterwards if
that was all right," Smith con-
cludes, " There was a gleam of
self-satisfaction in his eye. He
knew it was all right. He was
just making conversation."

Delta sides
With Kid Rena, Alphonse

Picou, Jim Robinson, Willie San-
tiago, Albert Gleny and Joe Rena,
Big Eye Louis made his recording
debut in August, 1940.

The eight sides he made for
Delta were, as every collectorknows, the first " revival " re-
cords to be made in New Orleans.
The band, with traditional line-up of trumpet, trombone, two
clarinets and three ihythm (with
no piano), consisted of men be-
tween the ages of 40 and 70.

It was a real old-timers' outfit
playing old numbers in the old
parade and dance style; and
several of the performances are
far from dull, particularly

Lowdown Blues " and " Get It
Right."

But, unfortunately for our pre-
sent purposes, Big Eye Louis was
rot too well featured on these
records. And there is nowhere
else to hear him.

In " High Society " he can he
heard to advantage in the low -
register clarinet duet before the
solo. But, naturally. the famous
passage said to have been taken
from the brass -band piccolo part
is played by Alphonse Picou, the
clarinettist who created itIn other titles, too, Picou is
heard more than Nelson. thoughthe latter has 'a pleasant, only
slightly halting, solo in " Low-
down Blues." and one, at least,
of the two choruses in
" Panama." He probably plays
solo passages in " Milenburg
Joys," " Clarinet Marmalade
and " Weary Blues," but not in
the others.

Historic name
In short, it must he allowedthat Big Eye on records dis-

appoints a little after what we
have read about him. He may
have been kept down by the need
for playing second man to Picou.
And he may not have been in
form that day.

Nevertheless, the two clarinets
in places fill-in " above " in ex-
cellent fashion, there being
plenty of high, sweet harmonis-
ing in the George Lewis style.

Since the records were issued,
more writers and collectors have
listened to Nelson in New
Orleans. In May, 1945, Gene
Williams heard him playing at
Luthgen's-" a white bar and
dance hall at Marais Street and
Alrnonaster Avenue " - which
George Lewis called " the old
folks' home " because it was
Patronised mainly by middle-
aged and elderly people.

Williams wrote in " Jazzways "
of the occasion: " Quiet, sardonic
Louis Nelson was taking it pretty
easy, He said he wasn't feeling
very well; later, we heard that he
had taken sick and stayed off
the Job a week.

" Big Eye Louis was christened
Louis Nelson Defile, but the cardhe handed us read: ' Louis D.
Nelson, Clarinettist.' Either way,
it's a famous name in the musi-
cal history of New Orleans: Big
Eye played in some of the city's
finest bands, including the Im-
perial Band (with Manuel Perez)and the Original Creole Band
(with Freddie Keppard)."

IBlesh plumps for " de Lisle,"
incidentally, and Vic Schuler
calls him "Delisie."i

C or B -flat?
" A few years ago 'he gave up

the C clarinet which he used to
play; the B -flat instrument he
now uses was a gift from the late
Jimmie Noone. We asked for a
march; Big Eye Louis chose
High Society ' and stood up to

play it. . . . They (the four men
in the band) took turns passing
the kitty from table to table, and
never refused a request: like all
the old-timers, they played every
tune and got as much music as
they could out of each."

Williams made no comment on
Nelson's playing. Perhaps he
was disappointed. The remark
about the C clarinet raises doubt
about which kind Louis used on
the Deltas. The clarinet from
Noone is an interesting point,
too, partly because it ties in with
statements that Jimmy was in-
spired by Big Eye Louis as a boy,
also because it suggests (in con-
junction with the other accounts
of Louis's ancient and faulty in-
strument) the poverty in which
coloured New Orleans jazzmen
often lived.

Direct reference to Nelson's
financial position was made by
American collector, Morroe Ber-
ger, who wrote (in " Jazz Music,"
Vol. 3, No. 7): " Big Eye was liv-
ing at the Artisan Hall, on North
Derbigny Street. There I finally
met him, and that day I beganto learn about him and to be-
come impressed with his person-
ality. . . .

" He had just dressed to come
down to see me, and looked very
neat and trim in a light blue suit-he dressed sportily, yet withgood taste (Big Eye remarked,
concerning his own appearance.

. . . Big Eye looks like a magnate
and hasn't got a dime.') His
first words were: You writing a
book or making records? ' "

Berger claimed that Big Eye was
content with his fortunes, however.
as he had tasted the musical high-
Ilfe in the past and had given it up.
" Yet he takes his music as seriously
as ever," wrote Berger. " He plays
calmly, with little body movement.
but with a greater measure of facial
expression. It is in his eyes, though,
that you can see how he feels about
what lie is playing, for they are in-
tensely expressive. Big Eye's clarinet
always points downward. while his
eyes look straight ahead."

This gives a clue to Nelson's nick-
name, though photographs reveal
that he had a cast in one eye. Ac-
cording to Schuler, Nelson was not
fond of the name, anyway.

At that time, Nelson was working
with Pete Bocage (trumpet) and two
other men at Luthgen's " where they
knew neither his name nor that of
anyone with him." Berger reported
that clarinet and trumpet played
fine alternating melody and harmony
wor': together on the jazz numbers
that they sandwiched between hill-
billy tunes and pops. "They even
played the junk well," he wrote.
" And in the corn you could still hear
Big Eye's and Pete's excellent tone.
phrasing and teamvork."

No Bechet
Orin Blackstone, the New Orleans

critic, who first wrote up Louis Nelson
at length (in " Jazz Information."
December, 1940), explained that al-
though Louis's playing was full of
ideas, it was not the unrestrained
clarinet of a Bechet.

From what little we can hear on
the Delta Jazz sides, he was never a
hot man in the same way as Dodds
or Bechet. And Vic Schuler, who re-
ported his death to us, and who
heard him lately in New Orleans,
says that he was not impressed -by
what he heard Louis play.

Still, there is the jazz -worthiness
of his ensemble work on the Deltas
and of the one unmistakable solo
near the beginning of " Lowdown

" Big Eye," New Orleans, 1949
Blues." And there Is the faint hope
that in Bill Russell's recent record-
ing excursion to New Orleans (men-
tioned here last week by Johnny
Wiggs) he may have put Louis on
wax once more.

Big Eye, like Kid Rena and
George Bacquet, who also died re-
cently, was one of jazz music's
pioneers-sr " great " whom we havo
to take on trust to a certain extent.

The dearth of records of his work
reminds us of the lucky chance by
which men like Mutt Carey and Bunk
Johnson made their come -back on
records. And his death may inspire
the jazz recorders to capture more
New Orleans music while there is
still time.
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Practice
Pointers
from

JOHNNY DANKWORTH
NO intelligent musician should let his practice become a mere

routine. Each hour spent in playing an instrument should
show some progress, however slight.

I believe in comprehensive
practice, and I always try so to
arrange my practice that each
exercise, scale and arpeggio
covers the entire range of the in-
strument. I also favour about ten
minutes on long notes through-
out its compass before actually
commencing technical practice.

I think that practice on wide
intervals is very beneficial, not
only for developing embouchure,
but also for breath control.
Without going into detail, a
good reserve of wind is neces-
sary In order to jump from, say,
high B to low D, and practice of
wide intervals is therefore bound
to give a measure of breath
control.
EMBOUCHURE

Incidentally, for normal play-
ing there should be no alteration
in the embouchure over the com-
plete range of the instrument.
The saxophonist should be able
to blow high and low notes with
equal facility. It is useless to
have the kind of embouchure
which produces low notes fault-
lessly but renders high notes weak
and strained.

Technical
Faye

man who wishes to extemporise,
for, in experimenting at the key-
board, chord practice is combined
with that all-important ear
training.

Finally, don't blame your in-
strument for your own short-
comings. I have been lucky
enough to hear Charlie Parker
play my alto and Benny Good-
man play my clarinet. Neither
of them complained about the
instruments, though there have
been times when I have.

Playing with the augmented
Skyrockets at the Palladium
during Benny's dress rehearsal
brought this home to me very
strongly.

It is very worthwhile to Towards the end when the Sex -
memorise all major and minor tet took the front of the stage,
scales (harmonic and melodic), I reached for my clarinet to leave
and all major and minor sevenths the stand for a breather. To my
and diminished seventh arpeg- consternation, it was gone.
gios, because these can be prac-
tised at those odd times when
one has perhaps ten minutes to
spare but no written exercises
handy.

I would like to stress that a
working knowledge of the pianois of inestimable value to the

Then I had a sudden suspicion.
A peep through the curtains
brought confirmation. There was
Benny, giving forth as only he
can-on the same clarinet that 1
had been cursing for lack of re-
sponse on a broadcast that very
morning!
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Star pianists assemble to judge that

',Sharon Piano Competition:
At the key -board, Paul Adam's pianist, Bernie Fenton, awaits the comments of (l. to r.): band-
leaders Tito Burns and Jack Nathan; David Simpson (Ted Heath orchestra); Tony Brown

(" MM" Technical Editor); and Stork Club bandleader Ralph Sharon.
The panel was assembled to judge the competition initiated when readers were invited to finish

an incomplete Ralph Sharon composition published on this page.
The standard of entries was so high that it was all the judges could do at a single session to
make a careful selection of the ten best of the formidable number of submissions. By mutual
agreement they decided that, in fairness to the entrants, no hasty decision should be made.
They accordingly arranged a second meeting in order to give the ten finalists the serious

consideration they merit.
The name and address of the
winner, together with the
prize-winning sixteen bars,
will be published next week.

That stiff
slide

by

JOCK BAIN
(-1 I have recently bought a
Aor. trombone and am finding
difficulty in keeping the slide in
good trim. I have tried several
special oils, only to find that the
slide stiffens up after ma hour of
playing. What is the best way
of keeping the slide actionsmoot h?- T. MacLaughlin,
London, N.W.

A The stiffness might be due
..t3.. to a twisted, buckled. or
dented slide. Or, again, it might
be that the plating has worn oil,
leaving two soft metal surfaces
which tend to grip. These
troubles can, of course, only be
attended to by a brass instru-
ment specialist.

However, try first of all wash-
ing the slide thoroughly and
using cold cream instead of oil.
The best way to do this is to
hold both ends of the slide under
warm soapy water, extend the
slide to draw the water inside
the tubing, and then, stopping
one end with the finger, squirt
the water out through the
mouthpiece end. It's not a bad
idea, incidentally, to leave the
mouthpiece on so that it gets a
good cleaning.

When you are satisfied that al.
traces of oil have been washed
from the slide, rinse it in clean
cold water and apply some good -
quality cold cream- to the stock-
ings. The cream should be
spread thinly and then gradu-
ally worked all along the length
of the slide. If it still feels slug-
gish after this. wipe off a little
of the cream with a soft rag and
try it again. Provided that the
slide itself is in good condition,
this procedure should give you
a fast, smooth slide action.

KENNY BAKER
Answers a
brace
Q- Can Kenny Baker please tell me

the best way to clean my
trumpet inside and out and the right
materials to use?-G. Broadbent,
Wombwell.

A-soapy water is the best for
cleaning a trumpet both inside

and out. You must first obtain a
pull -through, and this can be bought
at most music stores.

Dismantle the instrument by taking
out the valves and all slides and clean
all tubing thoroughly with warm
soapy water, not forgetting the
inside of the mouthpiece. Wash the
valves and pour fresh soapy water
through the instrument, then drain
right out and dry off.

Finally, grease all slides with
Vaseline before reassembling the
trumpet.

Q-Will Kenny Baker tell me how
to obtain that " dirty " or

" rough " tone that sounds so effective
In the middle and low registers of the
trumpet?

I heard him play this way recently
on " Jazz Club " and the tone seemed
to trickle out without effort. Is the
effect possible when playing non-
pressure?-A. Tattman, Luton.

A-This rough style is quite easy
to produce. It merely consists

of " singing " Into the instrument at
the same time as blowing. By " sing..
ing " 1 mean making a noise with
the vocal chords-not a definite note,
but just a low sound.

This sets up a vibration with the
notes blown into the instrument and
so gives a rough edge to the tone. I
may with practically no pressure.

TECHNICAL QUERIES
should be addressed to Tony
Brown (Technical Editor),
Room 207, The MELODY
MAKER, 6, Catherine Street,
Strand. W.C.2, for answering
by our panel Of expert in-

strumentalists.

AUBREY FRANK
on

Mouthpiece biting
-My alto mouthpiece,

which is made of fairly
soft ebonite, has developed a
hole through my biting with my
upper teeth. This is bemuse I
find it necessary to use extra
pressure to get the top D. E. and
E flat. and also to produce a loudenough tone to carry in halls
having no amplification system.

Could an expert tell me If this
biting Is due to bad embouchure,
wrong mouthpiece, or any other.
cause?-C. Sayer, Sevenoaks.

A-The biting could be dueto: -
1. A mouthpiece which doesn't

suit you personally.
2 Bad embouchure.

It should not be necessary tobite on the mouthpiece to pro-
duce top notes.

I suggest that you do plentyof long note practice, covering
the complete range of the instru-
ment, and concentrating on
using even pressure over its
whole compass.

Until you get out of the habit
of biting on the mouthpiece,
stick a small rubber cycle inner -
tube patch over the place where
the teeth exert undue pressure.

I
I

1

I
J

Use that bow
urges bassist

JOE MUDDEL
HAS it ever occurred to you

that, while the other dance
musicians are playing their in-
struments, the dance band bassist
is only half playing his? By this I
mean that, in concentrating en-
tirely on pizzicato work, except
for an occasional introduction or
coda, the bass player is only
realising about half the potential
qualities of his instrument.

Too many players tend to give
their sole attention to " thebeat " and " the sound " at the
expense of all-important intona-
tion.

Although it is hard to get away
from the percussive function of
the bass in the standard dance
band set-up, I neverthelessstrongly urge every student to
make full use of his bow at prac-
tice time, if only to show up the
faulty intonation of which so
many bass players are guilty.

The average musician is un-
able to detect whether or not a
pizzicato note is played slightly
out of tune. Even in the best
circles, a musician with a perfect
ear for pitch in the bass register
is a rarity.

Many people, in fact. are so
insensitive to the lower tones,
that the true story is told of a
well-known bass player who in-
tentionally played a hopelessly
faulty sequence on the stand one
night. Not one of his colleagues
turned a hair!

Sustained bowed notes, how-
ever, tell a different story. Slowly
bow some scales, listening care-
fully to every note. If you rarely
handle a bow and feel compla-
cent about your pitching, I warn
you that you are due for a shock!

Of course, there is no short cut
to competence, and even the
severest self-criticism is no sub-
stitute for expert advice. An ex-
perienced teacher can instantly
detect any note which is not hit
squarely on the nose.

But if supervised study is not
possible, slow bowed scales and
exercises, practised regularly and
assiduously, will help you smooth
out those imperfect intervals.

 1
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DRUMS
SEND FOR SEPTEMBER

SECONDHAND DRUM LIST.
COMPLETE KITS Cash Whir.

Gong Kit, 26in. BD, 41in. SD, I s. e. d.
podal, stand a other accessories 10 0 27 9

Olympic, white, 24 in. BD,shallow
SI), cymbal, pedal stand 16 15 23 6

Windsor, white pearl, 24 in. BD
and shallow SD,' many acces-
sories . . .. 17 10 24 8

Be -Bee, 22 in. by 15 in. bass drum
and 61 In. isD. cymbal with
aim, BD. pedal, SD stand 20 0 19 10

Beverley, white, lie -bop outfit,
22 in. BD, 5 in. Premier SD,
pedal etand, trap tray, four
Temple block 22 16 22 6

Premier, glitter, Be -bop, 24 In.
ACE LID. trap rail and tray,
temple blocks lilted, 71 in.
Dominion SD, 14 in. Tom-tom,
with all fittings 45 0 44 7

BASS DRUMS
Carlton, grey, 28 in., '2 perfect

ski. 12 10 17 9
Premier. white, small, 22 in. by

13 in.. fine selected heads,
strong. etc. .. 16 0 22 6

Premier, '24 in. dark polished,etc. 17 10 24 8
Warwick, collapsible, 28 in. by

15 in., perfect skins, black
finish, now offered with cute 20 0 19 10

Premier, current model. is white,
26 in., used very slightly, redo. 30 0 26 9

SIDE DRUMS
Olympic, all metal. 711n., perfect 10 10 28 3
Ajax, deep. 11 in., chrome. Q811 12 10 17 9
majestic, white wood ellen, etc..

61 in. deep, all improvements 13 10 19 0
Leedy. famous Aniericain chrome

model, -Broadway," 76 in. 22 10 22 3
Premier, current model, all

ihriinie, little used, only de-
monstration soiled, 61 in. deep 24 0 21 2

TOM -TOMB
Dulcet, single head, crysta1,10in. 3 10 Cash
Grey, black double, 14 in z 11 in. 8 0 Cash
Grey, white double, 14 in. z II in. 8 15 Cash
Orchestral. super black, 14 in. by

11 in., floating heads. tuneable 10 0 24 7
Premier, latest model in while,

12 in. by 8 in., chrome fittings 13 0 27 3

VARIOUS
Premier, "Swingster," 130 pedal 2 15 Cash
Deegan Marimba, 21 octave

..Isl. tuning C  F stand, cover 20 0 19 10
Premier Chimes, 14 notes. C -F .. 60 0 59 5

Exclusive London noni41 Dealers

Selmer 114-116, CHARING
CROSS RD., W.C.2

TEMIps Bar 0444

SPECIAL NOTICES 9d. pee worn
FIRST-CLASS Latin-American Sex-

tette available. Can also double in
Dance Music. -Box 1576. " MM."

FREE FOR WINTER. -Bass. ex -
Name Bands. Good offer. -Box 1564,

FREE OCTOBER. - Bass/Vocalist,
present engaged Devon Hotel for third
summer. Perm. or Winter. anywhere.
-Brian Shackleford, 62, Barnfield
Road, Paignton.

RONNIE MACK SWINGTET, 3-5
piece. concluding successful season
Warners. 1.0 W. Oct. 1 Now book-
ing winter engagements -Box 1553

WANTED FOR odd night stands,
the leading Name Bands. Also wanted
for Yorkshire for New Year's Eve.
small Bands. -Full details to Band
Dept.. R. Lewis Variety Agency. 76,
Carver St.. Sheffield 1.

SITUATIONS WANTED 6d- per word
EX -DANCE HALL Proprietor (39)

requires job as Organiser and Pro-
moter in Kent and Sussex. Wide
range of Hails. Fully experienced all
branches. -Box 1567.  MM "

LATE DANCE HALL Proprietor/
Manager seeks managerial post. S.E.
area. Fully experienced. - Box 1568.

CLUBS 9d. Pee wore
A BIG MEETING at Catford to-

night. Guests - Doug. Whitton's
Jaazband. Original London Blue -
blowers. Mike Daniels' Delta Jazzmen
at all sessions. Meetings every Fri-
day. -Dutch House. Lee.

AT COOK'S FERRY INN, Angel Rd.,
Edmonton. Every Sunday, '1 till 10.
A Grand Jazz Meeting. Licensed Bar.
Next Sunday: Freddy Randall and his
Band. Guest artists. Members, 2/6;
non-members, 3/6.

FELDMAN SWING CLUB 100.
Oxford St. W 1. Next Sunday Sep-
tember 25. 7.30 p.m.: Leon Calvert's
Group with Don Rendell, Harry
Klein, Bernie Fenton. Len Bush,
Victor Feldman; also Cab Kaye and
Marion Williams.-MemberShip 5/-,
s.a.e. 9, Oakleigh Gdns., Edgware.
Middlesex.

KINGSTON RHYTHM CLUB,
Dolphin Hotel. 7 30-10 Sunday, Sep-
tember 25: Jack Douglas Quintet
Guest Artist booked. Members 2/-;
Guests 2/6.

LONDON JAZZ CLUB, 100, Oxford
Street. W.1 " Monday and Saturday
Night Jazz." dancing. Saturday:
Humphrey Lyttelton and his Band
Membership, 2s. S.A E.-82, High
Street, N.W.R.

MANCHESTER JAZZ CLUB: Fourth
" Jazz Concert," Saturday. October
8, 7.30 p.m., Houldsworth Hall, Deans -
gate. Freddy Randall's Band, The
Yorkshire Jazz Band. Roy Foxley's
Levee Ramblers. Roy Fisher, Sinclair
Trail). Tickets: 3s., 45., 5s., from
Hime and Addison John Dalton
Street . . . the Club or .the door.

SOUTH LONDON Rhythm. Club.
Opening night. Tuesday. October 4.
Royal Crystal Palace Hotel, Upper
Norwood. Jack Honeborne's Resident
Group: Guest Stars.

SUNDAY BARBECUE. -Rea Rigden
R ecit a I. Original Dixielanders.
Memorial Hall. Calderwood St., S.E.18.

WESTERN JAZZ CLUB, White Hart.
Uxbridge Road. Acton (Underground,
Acton Town Station). Doug. Whitton's
Band, every Thursday. 7.30. Sep-
tember 29, Mac McCoombe. Admission
2/-.

DRESSWEAR 6d. per word
AMERICAN STYLE Bows, black 66.

coloured 3/6: strap or clip fastening.
Cash or c.o.d.-Clifford, I, Arch Ter-
race. Leeds 12.

BARGAIN, -S'8 36 -in. Dress Suit. as
new. £4. -Marshall. 36, Banstead St..
Ntinbead, S.E.15.

SEVEN MELTON Mess Jackets grey -
blue facings. £14. -Kingston 2592.

irlatitne"
SATURDAY, OCT. 8

14 your Pool!
MAKE SURE OF YOUR
FREE TICKET
for the 1st British
DRUMMERS'
CONVENTION

ENGAGEMENTS WANTED Id. per word
ACCOMPLISHED PIANIST. accom-

panist sight -reader; ,play anywhere.
anvw hen -Box 1397 M.M "

ACCOMPLISHED PIANIST (straight
and dance) requires perm anywhere
-Smith, 2, St. John's Road, Dover.

ACCORDIONIST, S/D. free Sept.
26.-Syd Barbet, Central Bandstand.
Herne Bay, Kent.

ACCORDIONIST. -Willesden 4614.
ALTO/BARITONE SAX, own car,

some Saturdays. -Mil. 2890.
ALTO / CLAR.-Larkswood 1519.
ALTO /CLARI., prefer and, doub-

ling good Lead Violin. S,D.-Address
33, Grosvenor Park. London S.E.5.
'Phone: Rodney 4953.

ALTO/CLART., lead; perm.; trans-
port. -Ken Goff, Pop. 7372.

ALTO /TENOR/CLAR.-Mae. 2060.
ALTO / TENOR / CLAR./Accordion/

Piano. -Wembley 3488.
ALTO/CLARINET.-Gla. 9747.
ALTO/CLAR/VIOLIN, S.D. - Elgar

7940.
ALTO / VIOLIN / CLAR.. ea -pro. -

Mountview 8164
ARRANGER/PIANIST now avail-

able; read, write, busk. accompany:
Straight, Solos, etc -Lab. 3423.

BARITONE , ALTO / CLAN. vacant
end Sept., gigs/perm -White, 32.
Arundel Gardens. London, W.11
'Pnoue: Park 6891,

BASS, S/D., car, amp.-Wim, 0437.
B ASS. transport -Br! 5010.
BASS -4/5 string; gigs/perm.-Syd.

Urch. Rodney 3611.
BASS. Benjamin. - Brixton 8524.

Transport.
BASS I GUITAR vacant Oct. 1.

Season at Fleetwood. SSD. Good
musician; desires resident work. -
Beverley, 77, Lord Street, Blackpool.

B ASS/VOCALIST/GUITARIST, car.-
Vig. 4269.

B ASSIST, B.B.C., Savoy, Mayfair. -
Mai. 3407,

B ASSIST, experienced S/D, avail-
able Oct. I. Gigs; own car.--Gra. 2249
(12-2.30 p.01.).

BASSIST, experienced. -Hatch End
2102.

B ASSIST,-Har. 6824.
CLARINET. 23. good tone, reader.

no doubling; Straight/Bop/Dance.
Pro. or semi -pros London district pre-
ferred. Hard worker, willing re-
hearse, pleasant personality, easy to
work with. -Box 1575, " MM."

DRUMMER. -East 2106.
DRUMMER, reliable; car.-Finchley

0798.
DRUMMER (Harrow).-Grimsdyke

626.
DRUMMER.-Ladbroke 1237.
DRUMMER requires local work. -

162. Brocks Drive. North Chearn.
Surrey

DRUMMER, young, requires gigs,attractive kit.-Sta 7793.
DRUMMER, Al Neville; car; re-

liable.-Bis, 7420.
DRUMMER, ex-R.A.F., seeks resi-

dent engagement. -25, Nicholson Road,
Addiscombe, Croydon.

DRUMMER. --Fad. 2081; Reg. 1376.
DRUMMER/TYMPANIST, full kit.

young. exp. Straight/Dance, now play-
ing Broadcasting Orchestra. - Box
1557, " MM."

DRUMMER young. experienced,
vacant October 1, requires resident or
winter engagement. Hotel or Palais:
anywhere --Phelps, Woolacombe Bay
Hotel, North Devon.

DRUMS. -McBride. 42. St. Mary's
Road. N.8.

DRUMS, BASS. Xylophone. car
Add 3592 (9-5).

DRUMS. XYLO, etc., London area.
-Hounslow 6840.

DRUMS.-Wil. 0639.
ELECTRIC ACCORDION. - Roy

Stelling Ilf. 2865
ELECTRIC VIOLIN, libraries, car.

reliable. -Warren. For 7939.
EXPERIENCED BASSIST now avail-

able, anywhere; will tour. -Box 1535
FIRST-CLASS Pianist/Vocals seeks

perm. or gigs. Go anywhere. -Box
1561. " MM.'.

GERRY BURKE, Drums, Bongoes
-Prospect 5549.

GUITAR.-Silverthorn 3898. Cliff
Dunn.

GUITARIST. Electric; gigs ar perm.
-Cun. 2149.

GUITARIST. electric/rhythm.-Brix.
ton 3508.

HAMMOND ORGANS for hire, Ball-
room Concert Models. -Gordon Ban-
ner, late (Dorsey. Goodman, White-
man), U.S.A.. c/o Tom Arnold's Show,
Weymouth.

LEAD ALTO/CLAR.. Canadian pro-
fessional, desires to loin semipro
band for gigs. -Par. 5565.

PIANIST/ACC./ARR., experienced
S/D, vacant October I. -Gulliver 4608.

PIANIST, experienced Straight/
Dance, accompanying. - Sevenkings
5057.

PIANIST. library.-Rippleway 1997.
PIANIST, young, modern; perm.;

anywhere. -Archway 2746.
PIANIST, car.-Wim. 0804.
PIANIST, S.P., now free for gigs or

perm. position. -Norman Knappett.
Lar 6314.

PIANIST.-Eus. 8146 after 5.30 p.m.
PIANIST, -Tottenham 4050.
PIANIST. -Shepherd's Bush 3605.
PIANIST/ACCORDION.-Lee Green

1210.
PIANIST, car. -Ruislip 9787.
PIANIST / ACCORDIONIST. -Larks -

wood 1519.
PIANIST, old tyme.-Bennett. Amh

5026
TENOR. -Euston 7900.
TENOR.-Emberbrook 3683.
TENOR/ALTO.-Lib. 1457
TENOR ALTO /CELL0.-Tudor 1895.
TENOR / CLAR. Ted Elkington.-

Chi. 2051.
TENOR/CLAR,-Bert Rogers, MU,

3130.
TENOR. OR Alto Sax doubling Clari-

net, reliable. -Cohen, 182. Perry Rise,
S.E.23. 'Phone: Cen. 7751 (day); For.
8937 (evening).

TROMBONE, experienced name
Bands. Riga: transport.-Tul. 2734.

TROMBONE, experienced. trans-
port. gigs?-Waxlow 1129.

TRUMPET,-Wor. 4143.
TRUMPET, good lead. VD., stylist,

requires winter season or perma-
nency. Free Sept. M.U., reliable.
-Box 1547, " M.M."

TRUMPET.-Hou. 6948.
TRUMPET AND TENOR, gigs, oerm..

would separate. -Brixton 3517.
VIOLINIST, hot stylist, Clubs,

Cabaret or gigs: no rubbish; car.
-Gladstone 3776

VOCALIST. " MM" Individual
Award winner, experience with Broad-
casting Bands, now available for en-
gagements, Pro. or semi4pro.-Sox
1562, " M.M." or 'Phone Bowes Park
3819.

XYLOPHONIST, young, experienced.
seeks casual bookings, or perman-
ency. -48. Acacia Road, E.17.

2ND ALTO, semipro., fair reader, re-
hearse. -Box 1573, " MM."

VOCALISTS 6d. per word
LADY VOCALIST seeks gigs. any-

where. Auditions London only. -Box
1565, " MM."

VOCALISTE requires engagements.
Young, attractive. adaptable and
eager. -Box 1560, " MM."

WANTED: Girl Vocalist. - Details
and photo to Trevor Brookes. Town
Hall, Cheltenham.

YOUNG MODERN Harmony
Singers wanted, view Broadcasting.-
Box 1558. " MM."

1a

---.-........."----...-"MELODYMAKER

Classified Advertisement Rates',
re indicated against each heading, '

Traders' Announcements under any 
heading, gd. 'pet word.
Please allow for a extra words if Box No. is
required and add li- for our fee herein. '

All Small Advertisements must be pre-*
paid, and sent to: Classified Advt. Dept., 
" The Melody Maker," 96. Long Acre, '
London, W.C.2. Temple Bar 2468,1x.282 *------------,---------
Vacancies advertised are restrictec.

to persons or employments excepted
from the provisions of the Control of
Engagement Order. 1947.

BANDS WANTED 62. per word
OUTSTANDING SEXTETT E.

Straight and Dance, East Coast resi-
dent, commence February. -Full de-
tails to Box 1569, MM."

RESIDENT PALAIS Band, 9-10 piece.
Showman leader. Midlands. -Box 1570,

FIRST-CLASS 8 -piece combination.
Must be versatile and really good for
resident engagement. - Box 1571.

MUSICIANS WANTED 6d. Per *"rd
FIRST CLASS Drummer, good kit.

steady tempo essential. Stage age,
etc. -Gibbons. 75, Alkington Road.
Whitchurch, Shropshire.

PARENTS! A CAREER for your son?
Boys wanted, ages 15-161. Good pay.
food, plenty of sport, paid holidays.
Suitable boys selected for one year's
study at Royal Military School of
Music. Also vacancies for musicians
Reed and Brass; Drummer, all tricks,
and Pianist. Ex -Bandsmen -re -enlist
Improved pay and pensions; first-
class National Service men also con-
sidered. -Apply, Bandmaster, 15th/
19th The King's Royal Hussars, St_
George's Barracks, Gosport, Hants.

SAXOPHONE and/or Clarinet re-
quired by Band of 5th Royal Innis -
killing Dragoon Guards. Opportunity
for suitable young musicians to study
at Royal Military School of Music
for one year during service. Accor-
dionist also required, Ages 171-35.
A few vacancies exist for boy learners
15 -16. -Apply: Bandmaster, 5th Royal
Inniskilling Dragoon Guards.
B.A.O.R., 16.

SAXOPHONISTS for resident winter
engagement; reference given versa-
tile musicians: good Intonation and
reading essential. M.U.-Box 1574,

TENOR, stylish, good reader, for
North London.-Palmers Green 2364.

THANKING ALL Applicants for
Lead Trumpet. The position is now
filled. -Tome Smith, Savoy Ballroom.
Oldham.

VACANCIES exist in the Band of
the King's Royal Rifle Corps for boys
15-17 years of age -to be trained as
musicians on any desired instrument.
Good musicians anticipating call-up
also invited to write to: Bandmaster
Jarvis, Rifle Depot. Winchester, Hants.

WANTED for Lounge, versatile Trio,
Comedy, Vocals. etc.. or Pianist
doubling Accordion, Bass doubling
Violin. Drummer doubling Comedy/
Vocals or able to Compare. -Phone
Gra. 0963.

WANTED: For the Band of 4/7th
Royal Dragoon Guards, Boys from 15.
Musical knowledge not necessary.
Write for particulars to Bandmaster
C Nel, A.R.C.M., 4/7th R.D. Gds.,
M.E.L.F. (1).

BANDS 62. per word
BEN WARD'S BAND, 5-6, M.U.. Riga

perm. -L a barman 1140.
B ILL PROCTER'S BAND. -Andover

2353.
BILLY WALLER'S BAND. -Edgware

3082.
BOB HUXLEY'S BAND, Trio/10-

piece, available for gigs or perm.
-Colindale 6388, Wordsworth 5953.

CLIFF ROGERS Bastde.-Larkswood
1519.

CRITERION OLDE TYME Dance
Band, The real 100 per cent. Olde
Tyme combination, any size from. 3
to 12. now open for dates, also wed-
dings, parties, etc. -Sec., E. Chap-
man, 29. St. Mary's Rd., Ilford, Essex.

HOWARD BAKER Banda and
Cabaret. One-night stands or rest -
dent. -69, Glenwood Gdns.. Ilford
Valentine 4043 or Temple Bar 7662.

LOU PREAGER'S Ambassadors
Band specially chosen combination;
one-night stands anywhere. - Lou
Preager's Presentations, 69. Glenwood
Gdns. Ilford Val. 4043.

NEW GEORGIANS.-Csnonbury 4859.
ORIGINAL DIXIELANDERS.-Wool-

wich 3631.
SID SIMMONS BAND. -Ealing

3564.
THE JOHNNY MACK Orchestra

-" Dance music in the Hawaiian
style." -37. Sirdar Rd., Southampton.
Phone: 74998.

" THE MODERNIQUES." - Streat-
ham 5262.

THE VICTOR STRATFORD Dance
Orchestra (4-7 piece), highly recom-
mended, essential for successful func-
tions. -'Phone (day) Met. 8223; (eve.)
For. 4483.

WE SATISFIED Mecca! 4-6 Piece.
-Liberty 6514.

RECORDS FOR SALE 62, per cord
AMERICAN LABELS, English cut-

outs, lists free. -Cook, Palmer
Greave, Salesbury, Blackburn.

B UNK JOHNSON Band: Where
Could I Go But To The LordSGod's
Amazing Grace. Melodise, 5/9. All
other Jazz, Swing Bop available at --
52, Charing Cross Road, Leicester
Square, W.C.2.

DELETIONS. -1948/50 HMV. Patio.,
etc. Large stocks 1950 deletions (see
CORNER I. All private labels; wonder-
ful selection foreign discs at reason-
able prices. Prompt postal service. no
breakages. - Payne's Music Shop,
213, Bromley Rd.. London, S.E.6. Hit.
3134.

ESQUIRE, DELTA, London Jazz,
Tempo, Technidiscs, H.M.V., etc.,
large stocks. -Green's, '105, Seven
Sisters Road, Tottenham (nr. Ward's
Corner). Open Saturday 9-7. Sta.
1023.

JAZZ AND SWING, 8 for £1, carri-
age paid. Cash with order. No lists.
-Morris, 89, Tottenham Court Road.
W.I.

KENTON. Hollywood Bowl, Parker
Royal Roost, Paris Jazz Festival:
many; list. -Box 1559. " M.M."

KING COLES, Kentons; 500
" Melody Makers." -Box 1542,
" M.M."

USED 10 -in. latest numbers. 1/3
each, £5 per 100. Callers only. -s.
Telesound. 76. Rochester Row, S.W.I.

U.S.A. ALBUMS and Discs. We
also exchange your unwanted records.
-Mastercraft. 4, Soho Street, Lon-
don, W.I.

100 -JAZZ DISCS, many deletions.
S.A.E. Lists. -Newsome, " Adder -
stone." Kenilworth, Warwickshire.

SERVICES 92. per word

B ANDS, VOCALISTS, Musicians need
good publicity. -'Phone your require-
ments to FerdMan Foto Studios. Ken.
3529.

INSTRUMENTS WANTED 6d per word
ACCORDIONS WANTED: Piano or

Chromatic types bought for cash:
damaged instruments considered: car-
riage paid from Provinces, collection
arranged London area. -British Inter-
national Accordion Company. Dart-
ford. Kent.

WANTED. -Alto Saxophone, reason-
able. -9. The Broadway, Darlington

INSTRUMENTS FOR SALE 6d -Per
ALTO, PIERRET, SPLP. Larsen

M.P., perfect. £29, case. -Snow. 15,
Florence Rd., Hanford, Stoke, Staffs.

ALTO SAXOPHONE, Jacques Albert -
fits, silver plated, low Pitch, good
condition. £20. -Collett. Westinghouse,
Chippenham 2241

Bb BOEHM CLARINET, new, B/H
Imperial model, in case, original pads.
bargain at £50: cash only. -Write.
BM, MJM, London, W.C.1.

BASS, perfect condition, strong
tone, Bow and Cover, £35. -James,
47, Ridley Avenue, Ealing, W.13,

BUESCHER ALTO. £35; Adolphe
(Selmer) Baritone, £23. Both S.P.,
L.P.-68, Ra ttray Road, Brixton
(Bri. 35361.

CLARINET, Boehm, B flat, L.P., £18
-60. Datchet Rd., S.E.6.

CONN TENOR. late model, L.P..
G.L., perfect. almost unused, £95.
nearest.-Dilks. 13, Cardigan St..
Derby.

CY M BALIM, genuine Hungarian
full Concert Grand model, by Joseph
Shunda. Budapest. perfect condition.
What offers? - 47. Huntvale Rd..
Bournemouth.

DOUBLE -BASS, 1872, recently over-
hauled, £20 or offer; Electric
Hawaiian Guitar, £6 10s.; two
" Kuma:ae " Ukuleles, in case, offer.
Immediate sale required. -Clark. 253,
South Lambeth Road, Stockwell.

E FLAT ALTO SAX, Conn, £80: B
flat Sax, Tenor. £65: two Clarinets, B
and A natural iBoosey). £25 each:
excellent condition: open to near
offers. -98, South Side, Clapham
South. S.W.4 Tul. 2084

" FRANK HOLTON American
Trumpet, silver plated, beautiful con-
dition, owner retiring, cost £45,
genuine bargain. £25. - Shepherd.
128, Abbey St., Nuneaton. Tel. 2428.

GORDON BEESON otters psi- sale the
best value in second-hand Saxophones
etc. -245. Pentonville Rd., London
N I inear King's Cross Station)

HOHNER TANGO V, 120-B., two
treble, one bass coupler, perfect con-
dition, case, £65. -Warren, 19, South-
down Rd., Romford.

KING SILVERTONE Trumpet
superb instrument, perfect condition
with case, £47 near offer.-Spe 7511

LEW IN TENOR, U.S.A., SPGB.
Larsen M.P., pearls, rollers, Aux. F..
good condition. £56 or near. -68. Heath
St.. Dartford. Kent.

PAY AS YOU PLAY. Dance Band
instruments on hire-purchase terms:
every make and type of Instrument
available, large stocks of multi -
coupler Accordions, including Dallape.
Ranco, etc. State your exact require-
ments. -Jennings. 119, Dartford Rd..
Dartford. Kent. Phone: 3907.

SELMER ALTO. G.L., L.P., perfect
condition. two mouthpieces, etc., £40.
snip -Ste. 2470.

SELMER B.A. Alto. recent overhaul.
newly lacauered, superb instrument.
in case, £70: Roc five-star. £4/10-:
Metal Vocaltone. £3/10/-; Larsen, £4.
-Box 1566. " M.M."

SELMER ELECTRIC Plectrum Guitar,
built-in unit amplifier, good condition
must se:I.-Offers J. Wheeler. 80.
South View Ave., Caversham, Reading.
Belts.

SPANISH GUITAR. Aristone. some(
table, perfect condition, with case.
beautiful tone. £19, bargain. -36, St.
Paul's Ave., Kenton, Harrow, Middx.
Wor. 2931.

TRUMPET. New Yorker, G.L., good
condition, owner going abroad. -
Offers. S. Butcher, 21, Alnwick Rd..
Custom House, London, E.16.

DRUMS 62, per word
BILL EMBURY. original Cymbal

thinning, B.D. reducing, Repairs,
Plating, Spraying, etc. -643, Green
Lanes, Harringay. N.8. Mountview

3312CARLTON. CONSOLE Show Kit'
Prince side, tunables. Zildjian.--Offers.
Johns, 37. Chantry Close, Kenton.
Middx. Eiger 7422 (day).

DRUM KIT. - Offers, " Solera,
Hamm Court, Wevbridge, Surrey.

FOOTE HAS full pro. Kits from
£5 15s deposit; many odd drums.
Tunab'es and Zildjians. All makes
new Drums and Accessories. Send
for free bargain list. -Chas. E. Foote.
Ltd , 40 Rupert St., W.I. Ger. '1811

HUNT FOR HEADS - Hunt for
Heads -Hunt for Heads -Hunt the
Drum Head King!

KEN STEARN. Drum Kits with
" Bop " or Collapsible B/Drums, £30;
Standard Kits, £21: Turkish Gyms.,
10 -in.. 20-; 12 -in., £3; H/Hat Gyms.,
50/- pair. -12, Lord Avenue, Ilford.
Wan. 3252.

MODERN DRUM KIT for sale, very
good condition, £45 or offer. -Edgware
7608.

PAIR 13 -in. Hi -Hats. one Zildiian.
one Turkish, £13; 12 -in. Zilco. thin.
£2'10-.--J. Tuck. Fakenham, Norfolk.

RHYTHM BRUSHES. - " Nippy "
rubber handled, latest sensation, re-
tail. 7/6 per Pair. Best value in
brushes so far. In stock at all dealers
Trade inouiries.-Jack Woodroffe. 89.
Broad St.. Birmingham,

SUPER GIG KIT, white collapsible
B.D., Premier, Chrome Dom. -Snare,
unbreakable heads, all siccessories,
complete in cases, £40 -Ray White, 9,
Tiverton Road, Alperton, Middx.

MOUTHPIECES 6d. per word
ALTO STREAMLINE, inlaid. 4 -Star.

gold plated, unused. £3 15s.-Sparrey.
29, Lowell Street. Worcester.

RUNYON TENOR 6, new, £7.-4,
Sutton Rd., Hounslow 0307.

THE " RESONATED " Adiustable
Sax Mouthpiece has six ultra -modern
tones. from Sweet to Swing. all -in -one
Mouthpiece. Write for descriptive
folder. -Walton, 55, Wolley Avenue.
New Farnley, Leeds.

WANTED. Two -star Brilhart Clari-
net. - 236, Charlton Rd., Kenton,
Middx.

SOUND EQUIPMENT 6d. per word
AMPLIFIER, A.C.. 30 -watts output,

2 input stages. 2 speakers, £15;
Rothermel Crystal Pick-up, unused.
30/-; 150 M.Ms. 1946-1949. 51-.-Why-
born. Chapel Lane, Milford, Surrey.

ORGANS 6d. per word
HAMMOND ORGAN, model " B "

for hire. October onwards, with or
without Organist. Ideal Night Club.
etc. -'Phone: Footscray 4048. 16,
Highview Road, Sidcup.

INSTRUMENT REPAIRS 98. per word
BASS REPAIRS and Conversions,

etc. 24 -hour service. Expert crafts-
men for profession and trade. -Ring:
Wlm. 0437.

PRINTING 98. per word

Sensational
Offer !

DE FEIGUS IMPORTED

CANE REEDS
ALTO  TENOR  CLARINET
6d. each (3d. postage with order)

ORDER NOW
WHILE STOCKS LAST.

End of Summer Bargains
s.

Selmer B/A Alto, g./lac., as new ... 75 0

Buescher "Aristocrat," g. /lac., as new 68 6

R.E.F. Alto, SPGB, o'hauled, F.A.S1. 22 0

Boehm CR., Blf, L.P., o'hauled ... 17 10

E. J. Albert, Boehm Cit., fork, By 0

Conn 't'enor, g. /lac., as brand new ... 85 0

Dearman Super Tenor, g. /lac., as new 65 0

Helmer Verdi If I Acc., immaculate... 34 0

Rohner, Carmen, 8o bass with cpl.... 21
Carle Cariani,tao B., cpl., foot% order 25 0

48 basses, Francesco, perfect ... 10 10
Bohner Carmen II, 24 bass, str, /lined 9 10
Borsini, too basses, cpl., lady's model 24 0

If you cannot see your Instrument
here, send for our new lists of
all Instruments and Accessories.

TEM. 6S62

134, CHARING CROSS ROAD, W.C.2

PERSONAL 9d. per word
ALF!-Freddy Clayton Services, 6,

Prince of Wales Terr., W.8, give
front-line Busking Postal Tuition
with money -back guarantee. -Bill.

HARRY GOLD wishes to thank all
applicants who wrote for the post of
Band Boy, and to inform them that
the position is now filled.

PIANIST / ARRANGER / Accordion.
iust concluding 21 years Rhyl, seeks
good permanency. Young. smart,
modern: own car. Available end of
September. -Paul Burnett, Pavilion,
Rhyl.

TUITION 9d per came
A POSTAL DRUM Course by

Maurice Burman.-S.A.E. for full par-
ticulars to Mrs. Krahmer, 76. Bedford
Ave.. W.C.1.

AUBREY FRANK'S personal tuition.
Alto and Tenor Sax. S.A.E.-192, The
White House. Regent's Park, N W.I.

S ILLY MUNN is now able to take a
few enthusiastic piano pupils. -For
details write 61, Nereus Sq., S.W.5.

BRITAIN'S BEST Teacher for per-
sonal or postal Sax tuition. Swing
Choruses Alto, Tenor. -Syllabus. lists
from Leslie Evans. 275, Colnev Hatch
Lane, N.11. Enterprise 4137.

B RITISH COLLEGE of Accordion-
ists The centre of British Accordion
music. Expert tuition by experienced
teachers for all grades. day and even-
ing College Accordion Orchestra re-
hearses every Wed. evening. Modern
Rhythm Courses. diploma prepara-
tion.. Beginners' Orchestra. etc. -Full
details of all college activities from
Secretary. British College of Accor-
dionists. 9, Farringdon Rd., London.
E.0 1. Holborn 8650.

BURMAN (Nat). -Drum Tuition.
-88s, Edgware Way, Edgware, Middx.

Edg. 7568.
CARLO KRAHMER'S 75 Dent's for

Drummers. 2/9. post free: also Per-
sonal Tuition. -76. Bedford Court
Mans., Bedford Ave., W.C.1, Museum
1810.

FRANK BARON, - Broadcasting
Pianist, giving personal tuition In
modern Piano Technique -Telephone;
Lab. 3340.GEORG

EVANS for the only real
arranging tuition. -91, Clifford Rd..
Hounslow. Middlesex.

SIGHT READING on all Instru-
ments. by Maurice Burman.

IF YOU CAN SING, Maurice Bur-
man will do the rest. -Euston 1200.
S.A.E., 293. The White House, Albany
Street, N.W.1.

JULES RUBEN ( Hermanos Denis
Cuban Rhythm Band), B.B.C. and
Decca Artiste, can teach you to play
your favourite piano style with ease
and confidence -by his own systematic
and infallible method of swing piano
playing; personal tuition. Interview
without obligation. -5a, Woodchureh
Rd.. West Hampstead, London, N.W.B.
Mottle Vale 3164.

MR. ALFRED NORTH. hon. judge
in the Golden Voice Competition, will
be pleased to give a free private audi-
tion to promising amateur singers.
-Write Mr. North, Weekes' Studios,
14. Hanover Street. W.1.

OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS! Radio
Bandleaders and Producers perSon-
ally audition and coach Singers who
train for broadcasting at Bond Street
Radio School. --Details: 83, New Bond
Street. W.I. Mayfair 4901.

PIANISTS! Improve your style.
Syncopated Piano Tuition. Postal
course. Pay as you learn. -Frank
Drew, 14. Dorothy Street, Palfrey.
Walsall. Staffs.

DRUMS
DOC. HUNT says:-" Wise JAll BOYS
are learning to play the TYMPANI. When
YOU do, get in touch with me for the
real thing at the right price."

* REDUCED
* REPAIRED
* RESPRAYED
* BOUGHT
* SOLD
* EXCHANGED

HEADS ON HOOPS FOR ALL
MAKES PER RETURN POST.

L. W. HUNT
DRUM CO. LTD.

The Drummers' Headquarters
ARCHER ST., PICCADILLY, W.1

GERRARD 8911

FROM YOUR DEALER or
PREMIER DRUM CO. LTD., 116, CHARING I RD.,

LONDON, W.C.2

HALLS 9d. per word
NAME -BAND Promoter requires to

hire Dance Halls anywhere. -Send full
particulars to Box 1572, " M.M."

250 MEMOS., Cards or Tickets. 10/-;
500, 15,-. Posters, Rubber Stamps.
Samples 2d.-" M.," Tice's. 11, Oak -
lands Grove. London, W.12.
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GLAMOUR SPOT I

Twenty -two -year -old Lynn Mason,
now with Chappie d'Amato, began
singing as a Wren and, on demob,
worked first in Brighton and then
in Town with Lou Preager and
Johnny Swinfen. Next, joined
Stanley Andrews at the Orchid
Boom before competing against
twenty other vocalists to secure

the d'Amato job.

THE MELODY MAKER AND RHYTHM

4M.M.1 Contest News

One man short but they won !
TUMULTUOUS applause greeted a

very popular decision when it
was announced that Arthur Slater
and his Be -Bop Quartet, of Bilston,
had secured a well -deserved victory at
the Mid -Britain (Western Region)
Area Final at Coventry Hippodrome
on Sunday last, September 18. Par-
ticular credit must be given to this
outstanding little group who, at the
last moment, had to take the stand
one player short. Their bassist was
unavoidably absent due to sudden
indisposition.

Each member of the combination
secured an Individualist award (see
Results on right), and a very warm
reception was given to brilliant,
blind accordionist Jack Woodhouse
when it was announced that, in the
judges' opinion, he was one of the
two best instrumentalists appearing
in the contest.

This band has now secured the
right to go forward to the " All -
Britain at Belle Vue, Manchester, on
October 16, for the second year in
succession.

The Arthur Parkman Dance
Orchestra, of Bristol, were placed
second, gaining three Individualist
awards and two honourable mentions,
whilst Syd Grainger and his Radio
Swingtette, of Walsall, were placed
third, with one Individualist award
and one honourable mention.

The whole event was compered by
Leslie Adams in his usual admirable

Selmer
OVELECTRI C

modern -

style

HAWAIIAN ELECTRIC GUITAR
Streamlined gleaming white
body. Ebon fingerboard.
Precision -made machine
heads. Built-in controls.
Metalwork chromium plated.

£12.12.0
including

case
and P.T.

Illustrated art Brochure on
this striking instrument and
also the

PRO -ELECTRIC and

PORTALECTRIC

MODELS
Write to -day for
brochure N.38 and
address of Dealer- Selmer
114-116, Charing X Rd., W.C.2 Test. 0444

PHONE : LEIGHTON BUZZARD 2381 & 111.,

CAMDEN MOTORS
LEIGHTON BUZZARD

GT. BRITAIN'S LEADING USED CAR
SPECIALISTS

250 FULLY GUARANTEED CARS
IN STOCK.

SPECIAL H.P. TERMS TO MUSICIANS.
Write for 18 -Page List.

1934 Ford 5, Popular Saloon .. 8135
1835 Ford S. ,le luxe Saloon £165
1937 Word 8, 4 -door Saloon £195
1939 Ford 8, new type Saloon .. £235
1940 Ford 8. Anglia Saloon.. .. £315
1940 Ford 8, Anglia Saloon.. .. . £435
1938 Ford 10, Saloon recond., Eng. .. £145
1935 Ford 10. new type Saloon .. £285
1939 Ford 10, Prefect Saloon £315
1946 Ford 10, Prefect Saloon . £525
1997 Ford 10, Saloon 410 tax) .. . 1555
1998 Ford 10, Saloon, as new .. . 1595
1836 Ford 'F' 8, drop /MI. coups .. 5225
1932 Morris 8, Saloon .. 150
1033 Norris 8, Saloon, 61112/roof ..  265
1837 Morris 8, Saloon ..  1175
1936 Morris S. Saloon, recond. rag. ., 1245
1936 Morris 10, de lune Saloon .. 1195
1939 Morris 10, Series SaMon .. . 1355
19441 Morrie 10, Saloon .. 1495
1947 Morris 10, Saloon (110 tax) .. . 1565
1948 Morris 10, Saloon . .. . 1585
1939 Morris 12, Saloon .. £345
1932 Morris 14, Saloon .. £55
1936 Morris 18, Saloon, large body  £175
1933 Morris 16, Saloon, bargain .. 155
1939 Standard 8, drop head coupe.. .. £275
1946 Standard 8, Siloon .. /415
1947 Standard 8, Saloon, low mileage ..£465
Open daily 9-7 p.m. Sunday 10-2 p.m. Fares
refunded to purchasers from say part of the country

CARLTON STICKS

BRON'S Orchestral
Service

All the Publishers'
Orchestrations in Stock

WE HAVE THE LARGEST AND MOST
COMPREHENSIVE STOCK OF ORCHES-
TRATIONS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

'end for complete Catalogue which embraces
Orchestrations, Solos and Methods. Accessories

Music Covers, Music Desks, and Records.

Orders of 5/- or over C.0.0. if desired.

SAM BAS
Baia & Parrot .. 3/- Ttco Tico & Brazil 3 !-
Ba-Tu-Ca-Da .. 3,6 Mane. .. .. 3! -
Mocking Bird .. 3/6 Vein Vem 3,6
AloAlo & Deng.° 3 (- Whistle Samba .. 3 /6
Samharita .. 3!6 Wedding Samba.. 3/6
Samba Samba .. 34 Forever .. .. 3 /6
Bullfrog .. 3/- Brazilians
Night in Rio .. 316 & Macapa .. 8/6

TANGOS
Aromas Mendic.. 2,8 Tango de La Lune 31e
Blauer Rimmel .. 3,- Violetta .. .. 3;6
Jealousy .. .. 3/6 El Choclo.. .. 2 41
Julian .. - 2/6 Majanah .. .. 3: -
La Cumparsita .. 2 /6 Balalaika
Spider of Night .. 2/6 Illation & Love No 3 --

Song of a Rose .. 2/6 Bambina

OLD-TIME DANCES
Barn Dance .. 31- Florentine W .. 4/6
Veleta .. .. 8'1- Doris Waits  31
maxina .. _ 3 /- Delilah. Sit. Star 3/ -
Lancers .. .. 3 /- Latchford Schott. 3/ -
Saunter .. 3/- Eton Boating .. 3/-
Tango W.alts .. a/- Old Time Medley .. 3/6
Skaters .. .. 3/- Dash.White Sergi. 3/6
Gay Gordon _ 3/6 Lorraine Tango .. 3/ -
Polka - .. 3/8 Emp. Tango .. 3/ -
Boston

'.
.. 111- 'False Cot's .. 3/9

Imperial Waltz., 31- Square Tango .. 3j -
La Rinks .. 3/6 Quadrilles .. 3i -
St. Bernard .. 3(6 Vienna City .. 24
Three Step .. 3/- On Leave iFTI .. 3/ -
Carnival Square.. 3 /- Eightsome Reel .. 3 /6
Destiny Waltz .. 2/6 Valse Hesitation.. 3 /-

BEBOPS
Anthropology .. 3 /6 One Bass Hit .. 3 16
Bop Goes Weasel 4,- Ool Yr. Koo .. 3/6
Boppin' Boogie .. 4/- Oop-Pop-A-Da .. 3 /6
Goin' Down .. 2:6 Oop-Bop-Sli'liam 3/6
John Dizzy Peel 3.8 Ray's Idea. .. 3'6
Juniata' .. 2 /6 Reber, Rebels .. 2 /6
Lucky Number .. 2;6 Swanee Rebop .. 3/8
Manteca .. 3.8 Shawnuff .. .. 3/6
01' Man Rebop 3.6 Webb City .. 3;6
No Fixed Abode.. 2.6 Two Bass Hit .. 3(6

LEONARD FEATHER'S

' INSIDE BE -BOP'
Written by America'. No. 1 authority on BE-
BOP -the inside story-- bow it all began ---
exclusive stories and pictures. A thorough
technical explanation of BE -BOP with musical
illustrations -.with over 100 biographies of
your favourite Jazz and Be -Bop musicians.

12 .4 Postage 6d.

29-31, OXFORD ST., LONDON, W.1
Tel.: GER. 3995 (Opposite Frascati's)

ARGEnTInE TAnG0S-
Amargura Corrida Real
Bambina ...... . Amanecer

Chittara Antica. Quiero Olividar
Flowers of the Andes ..Storm
Parana Puntos Arenas
Florianopolis San Fernando
Mamma Mia Engano

Majanah Melancolia
Mexicana ... Chittara D'Amore
Senorita Riviera
Tango D'Amore...Song of the

Old Guitar
Amor Tzigano Guittarita
Media Luz... Flores Tukumanas

DOUBLE NUMBERS 3/ -
FULL DANCE

D IX LTD.°, LONDON.N

C 0 M PwT OcN2ST..

F. D. & H. BARGAINS
NO PURCHASE TAX

A few really fine instruments in excellent condition.
Gooney Gold Plate Trumpet, Rotary Change 127

Buescher, Silver Plate Trumpet, Slide Change .. £24

Ambassador Trumpet, S.P. £12

Brown Gold Plate Trumpet, Rotary Change E30

Conn, Long Model. Silver Plate Trumpet, Slide Change ... 225

12 in. Tom -Toms £5 /10. 14 in. Torl-Tem £7.10. New Bass Drums from
116,..1 a few heavy chrome Polak, complete with Cymbals ... £2 12

By Boehm Clarinet, L.P. and Case, excellent condition 120 0

120 Bass Accordions with Treble Coupler, from £30 0

0 0

0 0

0

0

0

0

0

0

6

0

FRANCIS, DAY & HUNTER, LTD. 1381140. .CCharing Cress Road.
London, W.2. TEM. Bar 9351

way, whilst Harry Gold and his
Pieces of Eight, playing to a capacity
audience, concluded the programme by
giving a stage presentation which was
not only polished to a degree, but left
the audience breathless with excite-
ment.

Organiser Arthur Kimbrell, in
charge of all arrangements, wishes
us to apologise for the absence of the
recording company, Corette, who, on
their way to the theatre had a nasty
motor accident which (although, for-
tunately, no one was injured) com-
pletely wrecked their equipment. He
also wishes us to thank the manage-
ment and staff of the Coventry Hippo-
drome for the courtesy and efficiency
they extended in making this theatre
one of the finest venues in the Mid-
lands that has been found for con-
testing.

A midnight
Scottish ' eightsome F

EIGHT of Scotland's' finest semi -pro
dance bands, competing in the

MELODY MAKER " All -Scottish " Dance
Band Championship at the Barrow -
land Ballroom, Glasgow, on Wednes-
day, September 28, won't go hometill morning."

Existing engagements for the ball-
room were so heavy that Mr. Sam
McIver, manager, found the only time
into which the contest could be fitted
was between 11.30 p.m. and 3 a.m.

Dancing will take place during the
whole of the contest to the music of
the competing bands as well as to
Jack Chapman and Lauri Bland -ford -and their bands, the Bobby Jones
Berkeley Orchestra, and the Barrow -land Gay Birds. The judges will be
from London.

The winners of the championship
will represent Scotland at the " All -Britain " Final at Belle Vue, Man-
chester. on October 16, when they will
be playing against other successful
finalists from all over the country.

NFJO
NOTEBOOK
by Les Perrin

THE WESTERN JAZZ CLUB.
which recently opened at theWhite Hart Hotel, Acton, is still
doing excellent busicess, and
each Thursday evening a packed
hall listens to the music of Doug
Whitton and his Band. When I
popped in recently in company
with promoters Stan and Bert,
Wilcox. we heard as guest band
Beryl Bryden and her Backroom
Boys.

I do not think that I heard Beryl's
Group to the best advantage. The
sound equipment did not give much
assistance to her singing, and the
band's front-line appeared to be
working at cross-purposes with the
rhythm section. Their recent " Jazz
Club " broadcast showed the Group
in an entirely different light.

Talking to joint secretaries
Bernard Boole and Norman Moore, I
learnt that club membership is
climbing fast. and that weekly
attendances are generally well over
the 200 mark. Among the guest
stars the Club hopes to feature, is
Wiltshire violinist Mac McCoombe.
Mac will be making his first appear-
ance at the Club next Thursday
(29th), and will, it is hoped, be
accompanied -by his own Quartet.
All prospective members should con-
tact Norman Moore at 39, Western
Gardens, Ealing, London, W.5.

0
Bristol Jazz Club has recently

opened at new premises in the Red-
cliffe Community Centre, Guinea
Street, Bristol, 1. Famous Pieces of
Eight leader, Harry Gold, has ac-
cepted the office of Honorary Presi-
dent. Harry is, of course, an
individual member of the NFJO.

The Club had three groups at its
opening session, namely, the Mike
Watson Swing Group, the Johnny
Harris Quintet and the Club's resi-
dent group. led by pianist Vic
Surman. A local firm recorded the
entire evening's proceedings. Pros-
pective members (annual membership
2s. 6d.) should contact secretary S.
Skuse at West Town Lane, Brisling -
ton, Bristol.

The Bebop Shop at the Rose and
Crown, High Cross. Tottenham, has
an enterprising secretary in pianist
Lennie Metcalfe. Chatting to him
the other evening, I heard of an
interesting feature which he is pre-
senting at " The Shop's " first anni-
versary celebrations. He has revived
the original Club Resident Group,
led by Leon Roy. Yesterday's tThurs-
day's) show was compered by Sonny
Ross, and, as guest artist, the
Tottenham fans had Feldman Club
notability. Cab Kaye. Future attrac-
tions include a visit by Tito Burns
and his Sextet with Terry Devon;
Cab Kaye will officiate as compere
during the evening. Tickets, priced
51., are available from Lennie Met-
calfe, at 21, Mitchley Road, Totten-
ham.' N.17.

Sunday Barbecue's experiment last
Sunday (18th I of inviting members
to choose the programme, proved an
unqualified success. Next Sunday.
Reg Rigden, leader of the Original
Dixielanders, will be featured as re-
citalist, as well as with the band.

Latest Club to join the Federa-
tion is the Chas. Club. This open-
air summer club has decided to con-
tinue operation during. the winter,
and has been fortunate in obtaining
suitable premises at the Cranwell
Rooms, The Swan, Stockwell. Their
opening evening will be on Wednesday.
October 5, and many famous person-
alities hope to attend. New mem-
bers should contact secretary Charles
Wigley, 100, Sandrnere-Road, 'Clapham
London.

COVENTRY RESULTS
Judges: Leslie Evans, Harry Gold,

Norrie Paramor.
Winners: ARTHUR SLATER AND

MS BE -BOP QUARTET (clarinet,
accordion, piano, drums). Nelson Avenue,
Bilston, Staffs. ('Phone: Bilston 41043.)

Individualists' awards for: Clarinet
(Bill Harrington); Accordion (Jack
Woodhouse); Piano (Arthur Slater);
Drums (Johnny Webb).

Second: THE ARTHUR PARKMAN
DANCE ORCHESTRA (five saxophones,
trumpet. trombone, piano, bass, drums).
27. Picton Street, Bristol, 6. ('Phone:
Bristol 26362.)

Individualists' awards for: Trumpet
(Len Denham); Trombone (Arthur Park -
man); Bass (John Turner). Hon men-
tions for: Piano (Ken Redwood); Drums
(Sid Barnes).

Third: SYD GRAINGER AND HIS
RADIO EIVINGTETTE (alto, tenor. piano,
bass, drums). 108, Caldmore Road, Wal-
sall, Staffs. ('Phone: Walsall 2696.)

Individualist's award for: Alto (Don
Taff). Hon mention for: Bass (Laurie
Stevens).

Maurice Troop, of The Freddie George
Swingtette, secured the Individualist's
award for Tenor.

It'll be 'Keep
your seats, please ! '
at Loughborough
WITH the " Mid -Britain " (Eastern

Regionl Area Final announced as
being "before a seated audience," it
remains to be seen how many fans
and followers of the competing bands
will be able to remain calmly in their
seats when this event gets under
way at the Odeon Theatre, Lough-
borough, this Sunday (25th).

In addition to any partisan spirit
that may overwhelm them, the music
of Teddy Foster and his Orchestra
will be knitting -proceedings together
with its well-known drive and polish.
Leslie Adams is also bringing his vast
experience of " MM " contest work
into the compering of this mammoth
show.

Staged by Arthur Kimbrell - from
2.15 till 5 p.m., the event has already
drawn heavily upon the theatre's
capacity, though some tickets are still
available from Messrs. G. Hamel,
Music Stores. Market Street, Lough-
borough. Stalls, 4s., 3s., 2s.; balcony,
5s., 3s, tid.

WHAT'S
HAPPENED

TO...
Joe

Finkle

A_ LONDONER, who studied
violin at Trinity College

and taught himself to play the
saxophone, Joe Finkle did a
couple of trips to Canada on the
CPR liner, " Montcalm," in 1922,
and was with Maurice Kasket, at
the Central Palais de Dame,
Marylebone, in 1923.

From 1924, Joe spent eight years
with Herman Darewski, starting at
Bridlington, where Freddy Bamberger
was the pianist, and going to the
Covent Garden' Opera House for three
seasons (opposite coloured leader
Leen Abbey and his Band, the Black-
pool Winter Gardens for three
seasons, and ending with a complete
music -hall tour of the British Isles.

Leaving- Herman Darewski, Joe
worked for violinist -leaders Al Leslie
at Frascati's for two years and Bert
Day at Dickins and Jones for three
years.

He gave up playing in 1939 to devote
all his attention to the tobacco and
confectionery shop in the West End
which he bought in 1930. Situated at
2, Lower James Street, off Golden
Square, W.1 (Gerrard 30951, Joe 18
within easy reach of Archer Street
and serves most of the musicians who
congregate there. He is now 45 years
of age.-CHRIS HAYES.

TEN YEARS AGO
From the " MM " of October, 1931.
One of the first West End establish-

ments to carry on " business as usual "
. was the Café de Paris.

The choice fell upon Bert Finnan
(who) opened on September 27. Freddy
Gardner leads the sax section with ard1-
port from George Melaohrino and Reg
Pink. Billy Farrell is on trumpet; Ivor
Mairants on guitar; Cecil Norman on
Irwin (W

ally Morris (bass) and Max
ms).

For OLD TYME

WILD ROSES
THE

(CHRYSANTHEMUM WALT))
By Franz Lehar

Featured and Recorded by
BARRY DAVIDSON

Piano Solo 2/- S.O. with Sax parts 31-
F.O. 4/-

GLOCKEN VERLAG LTD.
33, Crawford Street, London, W.1

PADdington 6752

17

"liots"      g
on the Dot from
Piccadilly Music b,

Supplies
The New Orchestral Service

For Musicians - By Musicians
We NEVER let you down-that g
orchestration you want at the last 1.
minute, let us know and it will be V
there by RETURN POST or sent by
PASSENGER TRAIN ! Send for free

complete catalogue.

41, CHARING CROSS RD., LONDON, W.C.2.
GER 4018.

Herta and District Oxford and Becks Branch
Branch t Eddie Turtoul, Ly n wood ' ,ee

41. The Parade Woodstock Road.Yarnton, 41
WATFORD. OXFORD.
Watford 5946 Kidlington 243

-This Week's Bargains-
New Metal Boehm Flute. L.P.. closed. GO .. 9,35
B & H Boehm Flute, wood, L.P., closed, £39
Conn Alto, an slung oct.. newly G.L. 590
Conn Alto, Mark -8," G.L., as new .. 170
Kohlert, G.L. Terror. as new, late model .. 170
Hop Drum Outfit, as new, in white .. 555
Cromwell Guitar, 'Cello, F holes £18
4 DAY SAX. & CLAR. OVERHAUL SERVICE.
SEND FOR FULL LISTS STATING INSTRUMENT.

MASTEMESAVE
4. Sabo Si.. Oxford St., London. W.1. GER. 1604,

SMALL BAND
ORCHESTRATIONS

& 9 Piece Arrangements 2 6 each
At Jam Baud Ball
Alligator Crawl
Alice in Dixieland
Between the Devil
Blue Horizon
Bine Moos
Cherokee
Greek Sc Cheek
Cocktails for Two
Damask
Dancing in Dark
Dinah
Fan It
For Dancers
Free Lance Louise
Good Earth
Honeysuckle Rose
In the Mood
I Surrender
I Can't Get Started
If 1 Had You
Jazz Club Stomp
Louise
Love Walked In
Moonlight Serenade
Muskat Ramble
Mean To Me
Margie
Mister Charles
Op. One

Rose Room
Roses of Picardy
Royal Garden Blues
Sheik
Should I
Skyliner
Sleepytune Gal
Slipped Disc
South Rampart St.
Stardust
Stan Fell
Stratton St. Steal
Southern Fried
Summertime
Seance River
Swing High
Take 'A' Train
Thanks for Memory
Tootin' Around
Treadin' Light
12th St. Rag
Temptation
Time On My Hands
Undecided
Vipers Drag
Where or When
Whispering
Who's Sorry Now
Woodchoppers Hall
Yes Indeed

SMALL BAND BEBOP
King Parker .. /6 It Night as well
Anthropology .. 3/S Belitop
Jumpuf .. 2/6 Lucky Number .. 2'8
I've bot s Feeling /6 Oop-Pop-A-Da .. 3 6
Don't Blame Me 2/6 Things to Coma.. 3 8
Beep to Me .. 3/6 One Bass Hit .. 3 6
Royal Roost .. 11/11 Londonderry Hop 3 6
Take Twenty .. 216 Webb City .. 3 8
Shawnial .. 3'4 Bop Eyes .. 3 6

Postage C.O.D. if desired.

G. SCARTH LTD.
65. Charing Cross Road. London. W.C,2
Ger. 7241. Open all day Saturday

BAH
BARGAINS!
It!, Trumpet, Belson CAA Dep. Maly.
International model,
gold lacquer finish,
in case, as new ... S2S

Ey Alto Saxophone,
Stoma full artist's mdl.
iilver plated, l.p.,
as new, in case ...ARS (6/io 24 Jar

Bp Tenor Saxophone,
Boosey, full artist's
model, silver plated,
low pitch, in case ... £40 (so

String Bass, German
model, 4 strings,
sound condition ... £32

Be Clarinet, Hawkes
XX t h Century,Borehm
system, l.p., in case £14

Side Drum, Premier,
latest 14" x 74 -,white
and chr. finish, as new EIS

b 26/10

38/1

(8 30/8

(3/10 23/9

14.'20 3, /3

BOOSEY & HAWKES LTD
8-10, DENMAN ST., W.I. GER. 1648

THE SAXOPHONE SHOP
JOHN PAUSEY
ALTO SAXOPHONES

Dearman, standard model. S.?... sit 0l
Albert, S.P. 115 01

GOLD LACQUERED, THOROUGHLY RE(lON-
DITIONED. FULL ARTIST MODEL WITH

EXTRA TOP P
Selmer 22 £30
AD SAX. (Selmer) £31 0
Pennsylvania 15.6 0,,

Martin £15 0
XXtb Century .. 140 0
Munn . MO 01
Conn 145 0
King Zephyr - 140 0
Boosey & Hawk. New Century 160
Marlin Handcraft .. .. .. eve
Buescher Aristocrat, late model .. £540

TENOR SAXOPHONES
GOLD LACQUERED. THOROUGHLY RECO*.
DITIONED, FULL ARTIST MODEL WITH

EXTRA TOP F.
Holton fhb
Stoma 207 le
Selmer Super 570 0
Conn .. 290 8
Buescher Aristocrat EDO ft OE II
Buffet. Nickel plated 596 6
All instruments on 7 days' approval. Part
Enbanie. Hire Purchase. Instraments bought.
Overhauls, Repairs, Silver-plating. Gold Lacquer-
ing. Saxophone, Woodwind and Brass Repairs
while you wait. BERG LARSEN MOUTHPIECES.
Clarinet. Alto Tenor, £4 17s. 6d. ,Postage en.).

Baritone £6 10s. Od.

156, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, W.C.2
(Opp. FELDMAN'S, CAMBRIDGE CIRCUS)

Phone : TEMole Bar 9919 ---

CHEAPER EDITIONS
STARDUST ROAD. Hoagy Carmichael

photos, 162 pages . gie
THE VOICE. Photos and story of Frank

Sinatra. 140 pages.. .. .. 2/e
JAZZ. By Robert Coffin, 273 pages ..  . 4/11
DUKE ELLINGTON. Barry Clancy'. out-

standing biography. 322 pages .. 6/ -
JAZZ WAYS. Ilia, Ir tiOn. Story and pictures

-At all good dewier.--
Selinter114-116, Charing X Road,  C.2.

Follow the Lead of
TED HEATH'S Alto Stars!
LESLIE GILBERT: says " Roc
Reeds are terrific-I get more
out of them in every way."
REG OWEN: says "I still prefer
my Roc mouthpiece to any other
-I get the tonal brilliance I
want through the whole range
of my instrument."

ROC
will suit you better, too!
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FILM BREAK FOR KORDITES
VOCAL QUARTETNORTHERN OFFICE

2-4, OXFORD ROAD,
MANCHESTER 1

Phone Central 323?

Staff Representative
JERRY DAWSON

PROVINCIAL PARS
ON Thursday of last week, the

national daily Press gave
considerable prominence to the
comedy -drama staged at the BBC
Jubilee Theatre studio at Black-
pool. the previous &ay, when the
Ceraldo " Tip ' Top Tunes " pro-
gramme was scrapped in order
that Charlie Chester's " Stand
Easy "-the records of which had
been lost-could be re-recorded.

What they did not stress, however,
was the excellent performance of
the " Stand Easy " Orchestra. con-
ducted by Frank Chacksfield (Charlie
Chester's MD -arranger), several of
the members of which played the
whole show without any rehearsal.

Frank Chacksfield, of course, uses
a preponderance of Geraldo's boys,
but 'his strings are normally booked
from the ranks of Blackpool's
theatre orchestras. On this occasion,
however, he was obliged-with
Geraldo's permission and co-operation-to use members of the string
section which Geraldo was already
rehearsing for " Tip Top Tunes "
when the blow fell.

Never has there been such a " flap "
in a BBC studio and never has there
been such improvisation, particularly
in so far as " effects " are concerned,
but even now the question as to
whether the BBC made the correct
decision or not is a debatable point.

Whilst it was unfortunate (not to
say incredible!) that the original
" Stand Easy " recordings were lost,
and whilst we are quite aware that
the Charlie Chester programme has a
high listening figure. " Tip Top
Tunes "-one or Geraldo's best pro-
grammes-is not exactly unpopular,
and to my simple mind it would have
been just as easy to have allowed this
programme to go out as scheduled
from. 5,30 to 6 p.m. and to have played
a previous recording of "Stand
Easy " on Wednesday. leaving ample
time to re-record for the repeat spot
on Sunday.

Accordionist Tina and her Ambas-
sadors. which include Chit Johnson
(sax., acct; Norman Cannon Igtr.,:
Ken Bates (pno.); and Bill Cotes
(drs.t, are to open shortly at the
Olympia Ballroom, Hastings, after a
summer season at the Carlisle Hotel.

. Having spent the summer season
at . the Rialto Ballroom. Liverpool,
with the Hal Graham Orchestra, Lyn
Norbury is to take his own quartet
Into the Woolton Tower Country Club.
With Lyn leading on drums, the
quartet also 4ncludes Eddie Smith
(pno., arr.); Norman Noose (bass);
and an altoist yet to be fixed.

JERRY DAWSON

ALREADY broadcasting twice
a week-in " Variety Fan-

fare each Monday and with
Ted Heath and his Music each
Wednesday-the Kordites, the
North's own vocal quartet, have
now crashed into the film busi-
ness and will shortly be seen and
heard in the Mancunian Films
production of " School for
Randle," featuring comedian
Frank Randle.

Billy Butler. musical director
for the film, wanted to feature
a vocal group in the opening
music behind the credit titles and
asked Mr. John Blakeley to hear
the Kordites. He did so. and
was so impressed that he
immediately gave Billy the OK.

Mr. Blakeley also offered the
quartet a feature spot in his next
production, which, as yet un-
titled, will star Norman Evans
and Jimmy James, and in two
further films to follow.

In " School for Randle " the
Kordites will be on the screen
for something like five minutes
in a Latin-American setting, sing-
ing a beguine and a samba.
written by Billy Butler specially
for the film.

EDGAR HARRISON'S
NEW PROJECT

After 14 months as musical
director and coach for the famous
Kiltie Juniors Band, one-time
noted contest leader, Edgar Har-
rison, is himself to launch out
with a teen-age band.

With this in view, Edgar will
be interested to hear from young
musicians of either sex interested
in modern style playing and
arranging.

Incidentally, the "Kitties "
have recently completed an ex-
tensive tour of Eire, including a
week at Butlin's Eire Camp, andlast Monday resumed their
English tour with a week at
Pontypridd.

PRESTON OLD-TIME GROUP
Harry Ashworth. theatre/ball-

room drummer and professional
dance teacher, has responded to
the demands of Preston's old-
timers by forming a 10 -piece
orchestra billed as the Victorians.

With one youthful exception-
a talented accordionist-the new
outfit is made up of seasoned
performers of the old school,
equipped to satisfy th require-
ments of those who prefer their
dancing and music the old way.

The players are Thomas Cookson.
jun. (leader, attn., sax); Harry Kay
(yin.); Thomas Chadwick (yin., sax);
Harry Laffan (trom.); Thomas Cook-
son and George Lumley (tpts.);
William Gregson (pno. Norman
Wilder (drs 1: and B. Manley (aced.);
with Harry Ashworth conducting.

NO DEVALUATION IN VALUE
Bannon Boehm Clan.,

No Nellie Tenor, G.L.L.P. 45 0
The New Berson  New

Creation' Trumpet tram
stook. Large Bore. Low
Pitch. Gold Lacquer
Nickel Mounts

148.7.6. inc. P.T.
ANT INITRUMENT TAKEN IN

TAIT EXCHANGE.
s.

Console MG.. Ons Fing..
By. L.P., 0 .. 18 10

Spanish Guitar and Case.. 6 0
New Dore Clari., Forged

Keywork. B. L.P.,
Recommended 37 10

Bneuictier Grand Trom-
bone. oly. Gold Lac.,
H & L.P. Special .. 32 10

Autoorat 'fymp-Tom. no
new, 16 s 22. Adjust-
able Feet. White. RE-
DUCED TO .. 18 0

NEW FRONTALINI!
STREAMLINED 120B

4 COUP., le/ ACC. NEW
CONSIGNMENT.

TUNING MORE SUPERB
THAN BEFORE.

NEW PRICE --£83 .8 .4

Flute, new, French, by
S.P.L.P.,

closed GS 47 10

X s.
Pierrett Alto, New. G.L..

F.A.N., 1949
Model, Eat. Low Na.
Latest Action, Attrac-
tive instrument .. 66.9.6

Ditto. Artiste's Model 147.13.4

JUST ARRIVED-
NEW COUESNON

B -flat L.P. BOEHM

CLARINET
WONDERFUL
INSTRUMENT

£30 . 17 6
Xing Alto, F .A.N1. S.P.,

. 40 0

THE BEST SAXOPHONE
SINCE THE WAR

-SIGMA"
Gold Lac., L.P., Full Art
Model, F Sharp Trill. Ext.
Low Br and All Latest

Improvements.
Alto 105.9.6 Tenor 290
Artiste's Model Alto.

X47.13.11
Manufactured in France
Exclusively for Alex Burns

Ltd.

a
Frontalini Odeon P. Ace.,

3 coup., 0 H, 1208 .. 65 0
Beverley Side Drum, New,

14: 8#, White and C.P. 17 10
Majestic Trombone, new,

Gold Lac., L.P. .. 27 10
Conn Alto, F.A.M., nip.

Gold Lae., L.P.. Vernier
tuning, special offer .. 37 10

Siam. Tenor, S.P.L.P.,
good  . 60 0

La Grand Tenor, ay. G.L.,

Rohner 808, P. 'Ace.,
overhauled .. 22 10

Rolls Diplomat Trumpet,
G.L., L.P. .. 17 10

King Georgia Trumpet,
L.P. .. . . 10 0

Selmer Full Boehm Clari.,
Br. L.P., Art CS 50 0

No Name Trumpet, slender,

Rohner 120B., 4y., 1. Ace.,
coup.. O'hauled 36 10

THIS WEEK'S

SPECIAL !!!
LEWIN ALTO, SILVER-
PLATED, LOW PITCH,

ART MODEL,
OVERHAULED - £20.

Amon Protean Trumpet,
ply. G.L., Slide. L.P.,
One instrument . 34

ALEX BURNS, LTD.
114-116, S'HAFTESBURY AVENUE, LONDON, W.1

Phones: GERrard 5183, 51134 and 3796. Open Saturdays -9 to I p.m.

CAMPBELL CONNELLY
CO. 10, DENMARK ST.,

LTD. LONDON, W.C.2
TEM. BAR 1653

FOUR GOOD REASONS FOR

I DON'T
SEE ME IN
YOUR EYES

ANY MORE MERRY-GO-ROUND

JOINING OUR ORCHESTRAL CLUB

"A" YOU'RE
ADORABLE
PIGALLE

THE

WALTZ
I JOIN NOW AND BE SURE OF YOUR ORCHESTRATIONS I

I For Your convenience, till in this coupon and return with P.O. or cheque, marking 1

1
cementation required.

I
I 24 Nos. for S 0. 24/a F.O. 32/-. NAME

1

I Trill, P.C. & Any Two Parts 161-. ADDRESS
1

I Extra P.C. 111/-. Extra Part 41-.. I

I Nara Solo 14!-.
I

1 I ENCLOSE £ : s.: d. FOR MEMBERSHIP TO C & C's ORCH. CLUB 1

Tire Kordiiel

New Men and
Bigger Band at
Ashton Palais

FOR the opening of the winter
season at the Palais de

Dense, Ashton-under-Lyne, near
Manchester, there will be three
new faces in the resident band
there, which is directed by pianist
Raymond Woodhead.

Altoist Bobby Hall is leaving
the band, as is one of the
trumpets, Jackie Wilkes, who is
retiring from the profession but
will still retain his interest in
the Brass -band world.

These two boys will be replaced
by Eddie Lawn. who will move
from Phil Phillips' Band at the
Lido Dance Palais, to take over
the lead alto chair, whilst new-
comers to the brass section will
be Maurice Davies ( tpt.), who
was for so long with Percy Peaseand who has spent the past
summer season with Eddie Mc-
Garry at Fleetwood: and an
additional trombonist in Jack
Faulkner, from Bill Edge's Band
at Levenshulme Palais, Man-
chester.

The remainder of the boys at
Ashton will be. Harry Ayres
( bass); Freddie Baines (drs.):
Alan Murphy and Dennis Hutch -
croft ( tpts.); Frank Gamble
( trom.): George Chambers (alto):
Geoff Whitehead and George
Kenworthy ( tin's.); and Andy
Longden (bari.).

The band was recently audi-
tioned by the North Regional
branch of the BBC. and the boys
came through this test with fly-
ing colours. They expect to be
given their first airing in the
very near future.

FIRST DETAILS OF NEW

NORTHERN RADIO SERIES
THE honour of being the first

to appear in the new weekly
series of broadcasts in the North
of England Region, featuring
large and small bands alter-
nately, has fallen to one in the
latter category-Billy Moss and
the Bowler Hatters from Birken-
head's Bowler Hat' Club. This
group, with which will be heard
two cabaret artists, one of whom
will be vocalist Geraldine Farrar
will be heard from 3,30 to 4 p.m.,
on October 5.

On the following Wednesday
(12th) Bill Hawkins and his Band
will be heard at the same time,
from the Ritz Palais-de-Danse.
Bury, followed by the Charles
Henesey Sextet with artists
(19th) and Bill Gregson and his
Band (26th), who by this time
will have taken tip residence
at the Tower Ballroom, New
Brighton, whence this broadcast
will emanate.

The MWYW series will also
feature a couple of northern
bands during October, when on
the 4th (3.30 to 4 p.m.) Al Flush
and his Band will be heard, fol-
lowed by Tommy Smith and his
Band, from 10.30 to 11 p.m., on
the 21st.

A revival of the northern piano
series Flippant Fingers brought
Roy Stevens to the microphone
on Wednesday last (21st) whilst
further dates in this series go to
Les Marribtt (October '7) and
Billy Moss-leader of the above -
mentioned Bowler Hatters-on
October 14.

CONTEST BOP GROUP
ON MIDLAND AIR

Once again Midland Home Ser-
vice listeners will have the oppor-
tunity of hearing a bop pro-
gramme when Arthur Slater and
his Be -Bop Quartet take the air
at 6.30 p.m. on Monday, Septem-
ber 26.

The personnel of the quartet
has remained constant over the
past three years and includes Bill
Harrington (clar.), Jack Wood-
house (aced.); Ted Rowley (bass):
Arthur Slater (pno.); and Johnny
Webb (drs.). Johnny Webb has
also been featured vocalist in
various shows broadcast from the
Midland Regional.

Still another Arthur Slater
presentation is the Calliente
Samba Band which has been
resident each Saturday at the
Tower Ballroom, Birmingham,
during the summer months, play-
ing opposite the Hedley Ward
Band.

The personnel of the samba group
is: Jack Woodhouse laced.); Arthur
Slater (pno.); Arthur Maries (bon-
goes t ; Dennis Hough (bassl; and
Cyril Jagar (maraccas, yin., gtr.).

EDINBURGH M.U. PROTEST
The exclusion of genuine dance

bands in favour of military bands
as purveyors of dance music in
the Edinburgh parks has brought
a strong protest from the local
branch of the MU, and head-
quarters of the union have laid
their grievance before the War
Office.

This season, dance bands
have been almost entirely over-
looked by the parks department
of Edinburgh Corporation."
Johnny Young, secretary of the
Edinburgh branch of the MU.
told the MELODY MAKER, " Sole
representation of dance
musicians has been by an accor-
dion band and an old-time dance
band. Otherwise, the engage-
ments have been the exclusive
preserve of military bands.

" We have no quarrel with
military bands performing in
that specific capacity, but we do
object to the rendition of so-
called dance music programmes
by a section of these bands.

"The local branch of the MU
has protested to Edinburgh Cor-
poration against this policy, and.
carrying the complaint to the
fountainhead, our headquarters
have raised the issue with the
War Office.

" We can but hope that the
protests will bear fruit, and
that in future seasons dance
musicians will, in every sense of
the phrase, be given fair play."

Fire Scare at
Cardiff Louis

Playing for a Tea Dance at the
Louis Café, Cardiff, on a recent
Saturday afternoon, the members
of the Benny Romoff Quartet-
an off -shoot of the six -piece band
which Benny presents at the
Louis Ballroom - found them-
selves taking part in a real -life
drama.

A pan of fat in the kitchen
apparently caught fire, and in
less time than it takes to write
this the whole of the fish -frying
range was ablaze. Prompt action
by the local fire brigade pre-
vented the flames from reaching
the ballroom, but not so the
smoke and fumes, which caused
customers, staff and band to
make hurried exits with tears
streaming down their faces.

Benny Romoff has been resi-
dent at the Louis for the past
twelve months-a few months
after returning to this country
from Hong Kong. He is also pre-
senting the Richmond Quintet
for supper dances at the New
Kenmord Hall, Cardiff, each
Wednesday and Thursday. com-
mencing on September 21.

GLASGOW NEWS
In the old days. when a new

palais was born every week, there
seemed to be a peculiar jinx on
promotions round about Shaw -
lands Cross. Glasgow, but finallya couple of hardy plants took
root and have been thriving ever
since. First of all there is the
Cameo Ballroom, now entered on
another busy season, with Gclrdon
Shields on piano and in charge.
Here, the sessions are divided
into public and private.

Less than a quarter of a mile
away is the Top Hat Ballroom,
where we find pianist George
Lappin once again installed as
MD. At this resort there is a
Sunday café session as well as
dancing nights, and, on occa-
sional nights off, George finds his
services well in demand for out-
side gigs.

Back in Glasgow after a suc-
cessful season. Harry Margolis
has returned to his office to look
after winter gigs. In the mean-
time, tenor man Bill Murtagh is
going down to London for a
month. and has fixed up a
temporary berth at Cricklewood
Palais.

Another Glasgow tenor saxist,
Mickey Deans, has given tip his
job at Lewis's with Pete Low.
His successor is not yet fixed at
the moment. Mickey now plays
with George Scott Henderson at
the Billy Mason Swing Club,
which had a visit from trumpet -
star Duncan Whyte the other
Sunday.

KEN LYON ORCH.
RE -BOOKED AT HOVE

The Ken Lyon Orchestra
finished a very successful season
playing for open-air dancing at
the Western Lawns Bandstand.
Hove, on Saturday. September 10.
All records for this venue. which
usually features a military band,
have been broken this year.

At the last Fancy Dress Parade
of the season the Mayor of Hove
publicly congratulated Ken Lyon
and his boys, and in front of a
large gathering booked the band
for next season. amidst cheers.

Ken Lyon now returns to his
winter free-lancing activities with
an enviable gig connection.

Since reporting last week the cessa-
tion of dancing at the Norfolk Hotel,
Brighton. the MELODY MAKER now
learns from Jeffrey Essex that his
band will carry on playing for week-
end dancing only.

Jeffrey will still take up his posi-
tion with Harold Collins at the London
Hippodrome while remaining MD at
tile Norfolk.

Rowland Telfer
to open new

Leeds ballroom
Early in August, Rowland

Telfer's contract at the Scala
Ballroom, Leeds, expired, and Ito
was succeeded there by Peter
Fielding. Thus started the chapter
of incidents which resulted in
Peter Fielding endeavouring to
reinstate Rowland-in several of
Rowland's boys returning to the
Scala pro tent.-and in all except
two of them again leaving.

Latest news from Leeds is that
George Sumner, one-time drum-
mer with Peter Fielding at New-
castle. has left the Blue Rockets
and is now leading for Peter at
the Scala.

Meanwhile, Rowland Telfer has
not been idle. and he announces
that on October 3 he is to open
with a nine -piece band at the
Tudor Hall, Woodhouse Moor,
Leeds, which will be open for
public dancing on four nights
each week.

With Rowland playing alto and
baritone, the band will include
Charles Hamilton (alto); Spud
Murphy (Mir.): Maurice Schofield
Itpt.t; Cec. Feldman (basal; and Len
James (drs.); plus a tenor sax, alto
and piano -yet to be fixed.

Wall for Aberdeen
Concluding his successful

summer -season engagement at th&
Pavilion Ballroom, Ayr, this Satur-
day (September 24). Charles Wall,
ex -Billy Ternent trumpet -Leader,
takes his band across to the Eastof Scotland to open up at the
Palais de Dense. Aberdeen, on
Monday next (26th), where he re-
places Maurice Little and his
Band.

Tenor -sexist Nick Swerling will
leave Eddie McGarry at the' con -
elusion of the latter's summer
run at Fleetwood (24th) to join
the Wall group.

With Charles leading on trumpet,
the rest of the boys at Aberdeen will
be Jimmy Church and Hugh McKabo
(altos); Arthur Taylor anr.); Eric
Carrington (pno.); Ken Mayoll (bassi;
and Binky Morrice (drs.).

BANJO
Plated Steel I st.2nd.3rd.5th... 71d. salt
Tropical Stainless Steel 1st.

2nd, 3rd. 5th
Silver Plated wound on Steel

Monel wound on Steel 3rd ... 111d.
Gut Red Waterproof or White

Silver Plated wound on Steel

Monel wound on Steel 4th... 1111d.

Tropical Stainless Steel 4th... 1/4c1.

Silver Plated wound on Silk
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